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Free University Returns for Second Semester77
by IVIagda Lichota
Plans for the spring term's Free
University are currently underway,
due mainly to the enthusiastic re-
sponse the program received from
the Trinity community last semes-
ter.
Students, faculty and adminis-
trators had an opportunity last
week to sign up to teach courses. A
brochure listing course offerings
will be distributed before Open
Period. People interested in tak-
ing courses are required to sign up
before February 14. The instructors
determine when, where and how
often their courses meet.
The Free University was estab-
lished at Trinity last semester, in
order to foster faculty-student
interaction while discussing aca-
demics and other subjects of
interest.
Senior Steve Kayman had seen
similar programs at other colleges
and presented the idea of a Free
University to the College Affairs
Committee. The Free University
Committee was established con-
sisting of students and faculty. It
distributed circulars, inviting stu-
dents, faculty and administrators to
teach or take courses.
Professor Alan Fink, a member
of the Free University Committee,
feels that the program provides a
structure for intellectual life at
Trinity outside of regular classes.
Karen Ezekiel, another committee
member, stated that "the Free
University is a break from real
courses. There's not the same type
of pressure. It's just pleasurable
and takes the strain out of the
professor-student relationship."
Last semester 350' people
signed up to take courses at the
Free University. Committee Chair-
man Kayman stated, "It was an
excellent response. We were some-
what surprised."
The most popular courses last
semester were: Mark Hendrick-
son's Communication with the
Deaf, Dr. Lockwood's Hermann
Hesse, and Bill Puka's Vegetarian
Cooking for Carnivors.
Kayman said more courses will
• B ,
be offered this semester. The new
courses include: Massage, Swim-
ming, Biology, Peer Counseling
and The Adolescent Experience as
Seen in Literature.
Kayman commented that
"there was a good blend of
students, faculty and administra-
tors teaching last semester, but not
many faculty and staff members
signed up to take courses. I'd like
to see them taking courses. We
want to reach more segments of the
Trinity community."
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Mead
Lecture
Dr. lulwiu 0. Rcishchauer,
university professor at Harvard and
former U.S. ambassador to Japan,
will deliver this year's Mead
lecture in political science on
February 3 at HYInek p.m. in the
Goodwin Theater. The event is
sponsored by the political science
department.
Horn in Tokyo. .Japan. Dr.
Reischauer received hi.s A.B. de-
cree from Oberlin College. He later
received his M.A. and I'h.D. from
Harvard While at thai institution
he spent five years on a .frav-Clfng
fellowship studying at the Univer-
sity of Paris. Tokyo University,
Kyoto University and in private
study in Peking.
He has published numerous
scholarly* works, including two
detailed studies of the Tang
dynasty in China (A.D. 618-907).
He has also written extensively on
U.S. Asian policy and prepared
numerous Japanese texts for Wes-
tern use.
During World . War II. Reis-
chaucr served in the War Depart-
ment and the State Department
and was an officer in the Army.
After the war he returned to Japan
as a member of the Cultural and
Social Science Mission of the
Department of the Army. He then
rejoined the faculty at Harvard,
becoming full professor in 1950.
From 1961-66, he served as U.S.
ambassador to Japan and was
named university professor by
Harvard in 1966.
Spencer Oversees Curriculum
Dr. Edwin G.
lecturer.
Rdschaucr—Mead
by Alan Levine
,1. Ronald Spencer, Dean of
Studies, looks upon his job with
great enthusiasm and optimism.
His position is new. having been
established in July of 1976, but
already Spencer seems to have the
feel of the job.
Spencer is a 1964 graduate of
Trinity. He did his graduate work
and received his M.A. in American
History at Columbia University.
From 1966 through 1968, he taught
part time at Brooklyn College.
Since that lime, he has been a
member ol.'! ua'iiy's faculty, serv-
ing as an-instructor in the History
department. In 1971, he became
Committee Reviews Budgets
by Alan Levine
In its first week of meetings this
semester, the Budget Committee
met with representatives of each
student organization in order to
discuss'and review their budgets
for the upcoming spring term.
The discussions on each group
generally lasted no more than
fifteen minutes. As Chairman Jeff
Meltzer explained it, the Commit-
tee was simply trying to get an
overview of how the various
organizations planned to handle
their Financial matters for the
current semester'.
The Committee hoped to find
Students Plan Tutor Program
by John Gillespic
"Trinity has a strong program
of student participation in social
ail ion projects in the city." Thus
stales the 1976-77 Trinity College
bullet in on p. 50 where it describes
the benefits ol attending college in
a large city. But, except for the Big
Brother/Big Sister program and
L'pward Bound, there are few
projects that involve Trinity stu-
dents in the Hartford community.
Because of this, the Student
Movement Association is initiating
a tutoring program for elementary
and high school students in the
immediate vicinity of campus,
luioring will be done in remedial
reading and math.
Presently, the program can only
accept a few candidates for assis-
latice. Therefore, the largest num-
ber of children who can benefit
from this project at its inception
will be limited to 50.
Details of this program are still
awaiting finalizntion pending the
decisions of school teachers and
principals concerning children to
be nominated to the program, and
Ihe location of the tutoring classes.
Before any action can be taken,
parental approval must be given.
This will be dealt with, however,
after co-operation from the stu-
dents' principals has been
received.
This program has the approval
of various school administrators
(Dean Winer and Ivan Backer) as
well as some student organizations
(the Inter-Fraternity Council and
the President's Fellows Commit-
tee).
Applicants will be asked to work
for periods of 'A-\ hour at a time
for no more than twice a week.
out what activities were planned for
the semester as well as which
activities previously expected
would not be carried out.
Many organizations wished to
reallocate their funds for the
second semester. In this way,
organizations, especially those with
large budgets, could switch varying
amounts of money from one part of
their budget to another. A large
part of many reallocations will go
towards paying the rise in printing
costs which have occurred since
budgets were originally submitted.
Chairman Meltzer determined
that the committee would take back
some money that is not being used.
All money returned to the Commit-
tee will go into its Contingency
Fund and may be reallocated at a
later time. Last year, approximate-
ly $1500 was taken back by the
Committee.
In other business, Meltzer
introduced a new member of the
Committee, Dave Deacon, and
announced that three positions are
currently vacant. Elections for
these openings will be held this
Thursday. Meltzer also pointed out
that those organizations which did
not submit their constitutions
would have their budgets frozen.
Ken Fcinswog, representing
the Student Government Planning
Board (SGPA) quickly got approval
of the contracts for entertainment
for Friday night's semi-formal and
Saturday night's Disco Dance. Ad-
mission to the semi-formal, which
will be held in the dining room, will
be one dollar. For the Disco Night,
a professional disc jockey and
dancers from a dance studio have
been hired to teach the dance
steps.
Dean of Students and this (last year
took on his new post. He still
leaches part lime in the History
department.
Spencer finds it difficult to
describe his specific responsibil-
ities. Like most administrators, he
takes on a wide variety of duties,
many of which fall under his job
title, others which do not.
The position of Dean of Studies
was created to lake pressure off the
Dean of Faculty. Spencer's primary
responsibility is to help both I he-
Dean of Faculty and the President
with matters involving the curricu-
lum, including service on the
'Curriculum "Committee.
Spencer makes himself avail-
able to individual as well as groups
of faculty members to discuss
various new possibilities and ex-
perimentation in the curriculum.
Also, although he speaks more to
the faculty, he does speak with
students to find out their ideas
about the curriculum. He works
with faculty members on various
currtcular projects, many of which
arc currently in a "process of
gestation," and hopes that some of
these projects will actually come
into practice by the end of the year.
As well as collection input from
others, Spencer spends much of his
own time formulating ideas about
the future of the curriculum as well
as the school as a whole.
In addition, Spencer looks at
Trinity's curriculum and compares
it to the curriculum at comparable
institutions. For example, he re-
cently did a study on the size of the
Art History programs at approxi-
, mately 30 other schools.
In many respects. Spencer
pointed out. Trinity compares very
favorably with schools that are-
considered superior. Now, Trinity
is engaged in a number of
interdisciplinary programs, includ-
ing the Mellon Symposium, where-
as other schools are presently
lacking in this area. Spencer feels
that, within the nexl 15 years,
much of what is exciting in
education will take place on an
interdisciplinary "level. He feels
strongly that Trinity must not cut
itself off from all those things thai
are going on and will continue to go
on in the Held of higher education.
l;or(he next few years, Spencer
believes that Trinity will have t"
make the best use of its limited
resources. Most resources, includ-
ing faculty size, will remain
basically at Ihe current level. Thus,
there is a "struggle between
latitude and breath or altitude and
quality, A choice must be made
between spreading the current
resources, especially the faculty, lo
cover as much ground n\ possible
or doing a certain number of things
as well as possible.
In the, future, Spencer sees
Trinity striving to achieve quality
rather than quantity. He seems to
feel that, if an area is not as good as
possible, it might be best to
discontinue that area and concen-
trate all efforts on those areas
which remain to make them as
good as possible. He prefers "one
first-rate program" to two that are
less than first-rate. However, he
stresses that the faculty and
administrators, with input by the
students, will have to make such
decisions.
- Spencer speaks highly of ihc'
Trinity faculty, believing that they
are "characterized by a great deal
of creativity, a -great deal of
imagination and an admirable
willingness to do some new things
within the limits set by our
resources." He sees a vitality in
eont. oh page 3
Student Government Election Positions
The fallowing people are
running for The Student Gov-
ernment Association on Thurs-
day, February 3, 1977: 1.
David Kurtz, 2. William Ross
Newland, 3. Susan Rodnon, 4.
J. Sidney Rowell, 5. Joseph
Troiano. Seven vacancies—
write-ins eligible with 15
votes . .. •
The following people are
running for the Student Gov-
ernment Budget Committee on
Thursday, February 3,1977:1.
Arthur Abowitz, 2. Kenneth
Feinswog, 3. Bruce Green, 4.
Robert Hurlock, 5. Scott Less-
ne, 6. Alan Levine, 7. Brian
Thomas. Three vacancies—
write-ins eligible with 15
votes.
The following students
have submitted petitions for
the Student Government Plan-
ning Board: 1. Lisa Block, 2.
Bruce Johnson, 3. Evelyn
Mukjian. 10 vacancies—write-
ins eligible with 15 votes.
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Should The Bells Ring?
Dr. Susan McClary, new music instructor.
photo by Alain Levanho
McGlary Joins Faculty
by Diane Molleson .
Dr. Susan McClary, an .in-
structor of music, joins Trinity's
faculty this semester. She* will be
teaching Introduction to Music
Literature II, and working on
independent study projects with
seniors in place of the late Dr.
Clarence H. Barber.
A native of Illinois. McClary
matriculated at Southern Illinois
University in Carbondale. She
obtained her master's degree and
doctorate in Music at Harvard.
McClary, who spent four years
as a teaching fellow at Harvard,
finds teaching "a stimulating pro-
fession." Already. McClary is
"impressed" with Trinity's stu-
dent body, and is looking forward,
to her classes.
McClary who is dedicated to her
career, was living in Chicago until
three weeks ago. Her husband
teaches philosophy at the Univer-
sity of Chicago. "This type of thing
happens with an academic
couple," McClary said. "My hus-
band and I decided that if I got a
teaching job far away, I would go
live where my job was," she
added.
Aside from teaching, McClary,
'whose specialty is seventeenth
century music, has done extensive
research on the transition of modal
and tonal organization in Monte-
verdi.
by Robert Levy
Every Sunday morning, without
fail, the bells in the Trinity College
Chapel are rung. To some students
living on the Quad, the bells can be
very annoying. On the other hand,
many students find the bells to be
rather enjoyable..
To what degree are students
bothered by the bells? To find out,
twenty-five students living on the
Quad were asked whether or not
they are disturbed by the bells.
About 60% of the students-think
the bells are agreeable, while
approximately 40% decided that
the bells are, to some extent,
disturbing.
Of course, being irritated by the
bells is a matter of degree. Several
s tudents , commented, that the
sound of the bells woke them up.
At the same time, these students
didn't find the bells genuinely
bothersome. For example, Jeff
Mather commented that he "was
kind of bugged by the bells at first,,
but got used to them easily
enough."
At one end of the spectrum,
many students are exceedingly
annoyed by the ringing of the bells.
Ted Murphy remarked that the
bells "are really brutal on your
Sunday morning hangover." In
addition, quite a few students,
bothered by the bells, cannot fall
asleep until the ringing stops.
On the opposite side of the
issue are those students who are
pleased by the ringing of the bells.
Robert Meyer noted that he's lived
on the Quad for three years and has
always enjoyed the bells. Hdu Brul
sees the bells as adding ' "unique-
ness to the campus, and showing
its traditional background."
To the question of why the bells
are rung on Sunday mornings,
Daniel Kehoe, head of the Trinity
Guild of Carillonneurs,stated that it
is the policy of the carillonneurs to
play before every church, service.
For this reason, the bells are rung
from 10:15 to 10:30 to announce the
Sabbath service beginning at
10:30. , • " . ' • • •
When the students were
asked why they think the bells are
rung on Sunday mornings, most
felt it is done to announce the
service. Nevertheless, a few stu-
dents saw other rationales for
ringing the bells. These answers
ranged from the humorous: "be-
cause some carillonneur has itchv
fingers," to the brutally honest: "I
have no idea why they're rung."
The students were also asked
what they thought could be done
about the situation. The vast
majority of those bothered by the
bells suggested that the bells be
rung later in the day. This
recommendation would obviously
be difficult to reconcile with the"
policy of ringing the bells before
the Sabbath morning service.
Other suggestions ranged from
soundproofing the dorms to start-
ing the service later in the
morning.
Some practical advice was
offered by Carl Hurtig who
"doesn't see any remedy except
that all people awakened on
Sunday will have to learn to go back
to sleep."
Susan Tannenbaum believes,
"Trinity is fortunate to have the
bells. It is logical that the college
take advantage of the fact that we
do have them,"
To some students, the bell-
ringing must be looked at in
relation to the other distractions of
dorm life. Observed Liz Crawford,
"The bells on Sunday mornings
may be less disconcerting than
some of the screaming and loud
music in the dorms late at night."'
T.S. Arrives
(CPS) A 19-year-old man in Bay
City, Michigan was found a long
way from his alleged home,
Stasafran, a planet he said was
located off route Earth, north of the
orange Milky Way.
The police questioned the man
who
 ywas sleeping in a motel door-
way, who claimed to be fleeing
nuclear holocaust on his home
planet. The man gave "A-l-B-2
1
 Proton Street" as his home address
and offered as proof of his identity
the letters "TS" tattooed on his
arm, standing for "Travel Space-
man."
Travel Spaceman spent the day
in the Bay County Jail drunk tank
and under further questioning said
the "TS" actually stood for Terry
Spencer. Captain Spencer was
charged with public intoxication
and held for trial.
Students Spend Semester Elsewhere
Approximately 170 Trinity stu-
dents are on academic leave from
the college for the-second term of
the 1976-1977 academic year.
Foreign programs attracted
about 65 students to such varied
countries as England, France,
Colombia, Norway and Greece. An
additional 38 students are partici-
pating in the Spring semester of
the Barbieri Center in Rome. About
28 students are attending classes at
the various schools in the
12-College Exchange.
Approximately the same num-
ber have enrolled at other domestic
schools for all or part of the.year.
Four students are working on open
semester projects in the Hartford
area. An additional 11 students are
participating in the Legislative.
Internship program.
The Office of Educational Ser-
vices has .compiled the following
list of students who are. currently
not attending classes at Trinity. -•'•
TRINITY STUDENTS ON ACA-
DEMIC LEAVE OF ABSENCE
FOREIGN FOR FULL YEAR OR
SPRING TERM 1976-77
ANKUDA, Gary S., '78, 6 Cum-
berland Street, Hartford, Connect-
' icut 06106, SPRING TERM, Insti-
tute of European Studies/London,
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster Gate,
London, W.2, England
BAER, Justin E., '78, Tashmoo
Avenue, Vineyard Haven, Massa-
chusetts 02568, Inst. of European
Studies/Freiburs, Erbprinzen-
strasse 12, 7800 Frieburg in
Breisgau, West Germany
BASCOM; Carlisle S., 78 . 24
Tenney Street, Georgetown,
Massachusetts 01833, Inst. of Eur.
Studies/Vienna, Freyung 4, Palais
Kinsky, A1010 Vienna I, Austria
BECKER, Marcie A., 78 32
Conant Koad, Weston, Massachu-
setts 02193, McGill University,
(Embassy Towers, 3440 Durocher
Street, Apt. 1616, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada)
BIENFAIT, Constance C , '78
15 Cayuga Street, Rye, New York
10580, SPRING TERM, Inst. of
Eur. Studies/London, 35 Craven
• ' Terrace, Lancaster Gate, London
Yf.2 England
BONEE, Lisa J., '78, 223 Terry
Road, Hartford, Connecticut 06105,
SPRING TERM, Inst. Eur. Stud-
ies/Madrid, Avenida de Ios Reyes
Catolicos, 4 Ciudad Universitaria,
Madrid 3, Spain
BOROWITZ, Barbara A., 7 8 . 344
Ravine;. Drive, Highland Park,
Illinois'60035, University College,
London, (Ramsay Hall, 20 Maple
Street, London WIP 5GB, England)
BRACCHI, Ann, 78, 6 Nottingham
Drive, Stamford, Connecticut
06907. Great Lakes Colleges Asso-
ciation, c/q CEUCA, Apartado
Aereo 16060: Bogota, D.E.,
Colombia, S.A.
BUCKLEY, Cionna M., ' 7 8 .
277 Dodge Street, Beverly, Massa-
chusetts 01915, SPRING TERM,
'Inst. of Eur. Studies/Vienna,
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky, A1010
Vienna I. Austria.
BUGOSH, Pamela M., 78 , 1071
Squire Cheney Drive, West
Chester. Pennsylvania 19380. Inst.
of Eur. Studies/Paris, 77, rue
Daguerre, 75014 Paris, France
BUNTING, Sandra P., 78 , 232
Atlee Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania
19087. SPRING TERM, Inst. of
Eur. Studies/London, 35 Craven
Terrace, Lancaster Gate, London
' W.2, England
CAMERON, R. Bruce, 78 , 71
Woodfield Drive, Short Hills, New
Jersey 07028, London School of
Economics, (Flat F5 /3 , Carr-
Saunders Hall, 18/24 Fitzroy
Street, London WIP 5AE, Eng-
land)
CAVERS, Nancy L., 78, 21 Royal-
ston Road, Wellesley, Massachu-
setts 02181, Sir John Cass School of
Art, London, England
CORDOVA, Maria D. Pilar, 78 ,
Vega Baja, Puerto Rico 00763,
SPRING TERM, Marquette Univ.
in Madrid, Centro de Estudios de
Universidad de Marquette, Facul-
tad de Filosofia y Letra's, Universi:
dad de Madrid, Ciudad Universi-
taria, Madrid 3, Spain
CROCKETT, Brian K., 7 8 , 1233
West 63rd Terrace, Kansas Citv,
Missouri 06413, SPRING TERM,
Inst. of Eur. Studies/Vienna,
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky, A1010
Vienna], Austria
DAVIS. DcboraSs L., 79, 24
Ferncroft Road, Waban, Massa-
chusetts 02168, Great Lakes
Colleges Association, c/o CEUCA,
Apartado Aereo 16060, Bogota,
D.E., Colombia, S.A.
DEERY, ShawnaE., 78, 1 Harbor
Avenue, Marblehead, Massachu-
setts 01945, Smith College Pro-
grant in Paris, (c/o Mile. Marie-
Jose Delage, Reid Hall, 4 rue de
Chevreuse, Paris He, France)
DOYLE, Gale C , 78 , Travis
Corners Road, Garrison, New York
10524, SPRING TERM, Vermont
Program in Nice, 6, rue Paul-
Valery, 06 Nice, France
DUNKLEE, Virginia V., 78 , 355
Gilpin , Street, Denver,, Colorado
80218, UNTIL MARCH, British and
Eur'op. Studies Group, BCM Box
403, London WC1V 6XX, England
ESSEY, James A., 78, 34 High-
ridge Road, Hartsdale, New York
10530, London School of Economics
(Flat F5/3, Carr-Saunders Hall,
18/24 Fitzroy Street, London WIP
5AE, England
FISCHER, Barbara A., 78 , 33
Bradenham Place, Eggertsville,
New York 14226, British and Eur.
Studies Group, BCM Box 403.
London WC1V 6XX, England
GARNICK, David K., 78 , 19
Honey Brook Drive, Princeton,
New Jersey 08540, Scandinavian
Seminar Program, (Akademiet i
Rauland, 3864 Rauland, Norway)
GLANVILLE, Charles D., 7 8 , 11
Contentment Island, Darien,
Connecticut 06820, SPRING TERM
Inst. of Eur. Studies/London, 35
Craven Terrace, Lancaster Gate,
London W.2, England
GORDON, H. Scotte, 78 , 75 Indian
Hill Trail, Glastonbury, Connecti-
cut 06033, SPRING TERM, School
of English/American Studies,
University of East Anglia, Univer-
sity Plain, Norwich NR4 7TJ,
England
GREENE, Heidi M., 78 , 34 Old
Field Lane, Lake Success, New
York 11020, SPRING TERM Inst.
of Eur. Studies/Paris, 77, rue
Daguerre, 75014 Paris, France
HASKIN, Mary D., 78 , 6455
Randolphville Road, Piscataway,
New Jersey 08854, Inst, of Eur.
Studies'Vienna, Freyung 4, Palais
Kinsky, A1010 Vienna I. Austria
HIMMELSTEIN, Tare. I.., 78, 210
North Quaker Lane, West Hart-
ford, Connecticut 06119, SPRING
TERM* 'Inst. of Eur. Studies/
Madrid, Avenida de Ios Reyes
Catolicos, 4, Cuidad Universitaria,
Madrid 3, Spain
HOAR, Andrea L., 78 , Box 289,
Remsenburg, New York 11960,
Inst. of Eur. Studies/Vienna,
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky, A1010
Vienna I, Austria
HOWE, Danny F., '78, 465 Zion
Street, Hartford, Connecticut
06106, SPRING TERM, Aquinas
College Study Center, c/o Paddy
Gannon, Tully Cross, Renvyle
P.O., County Gatway, Ireland
HUNTS, Carol A., 78 , 5633, Park
Avenue, Fairfield, Connecticut
06432, McGill University, (Em-
bassy Towers, 3440 Durocher
Street, Apt. 1616, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada)
JACOBS, Jon D., 78 , 37 Alden
Road, Poughkeepsie, New York
12603, CCEA (Beaver College),
(Allenly House, University of
Edinburgh, 2 Gordon Terrace,
Edinburgh EH 16, Scotland)
KENNEDY, Susan P., 78 , 769
Pelham Road, New Rochelle, New
York 10805, SPRING TERM, Inst.
of Eur. Studies/Vienna, Freyung 4,
Palais Kinsky, A1010 Vienna I,
Austria
KERR, Stuart H., 7 8 , 321 South
Main Street, Hightstown, New
Jersey 08520, Univ. of Manchester,
Chandis Hall, Granby Row, Man-
chester MI 3QJ, England
KILROY, David M., 78 . 9 Gaskill
Road, Worcester, Massachusetts
01602, SPRING TERM, Inst. of
Eur. Studies/Vienna, Freyung 4,
Palais Kinsky,' A1010 Vienna I,
Austria
KLEIN, Murray H., 78 , 124
Westbourne Parkway, Hartford,
Connecticut 06112, Univ. of Haifa,
(c/o Dorothy Lenefsky. 28
Klebanov Street, Neve Shaaron,
Haifa, Israel) '" " ' ~
KLINGER, Michael L., 7 8 , 88 Old
Pond Road, Great Neck, New York
11023, Univ. of Vermont Program
in Nice. Residence de la Baie ties
Anges, Chcmin de Saint-Antoine.
06 Nice, France
LAPIDUS, Bennet. 77, 5-03 Karl
Street. Fair Haven. New Jersey
07410, APRIL THRU JL'NF.
Russian Language Study at Push-
kin Russian Language Institute.
Moscow, Russia, The Ohio State
University Dept. of Slavic Lan-
guages & Literatures. 1841 MilUkin
Road. Columbus, Ohio 432.10
LARSON, Kristi, 7 8 . 230 Park
Avenue. Freeport, New York 11520
Wagner College Study Program.
Drususgasse 1. 6900 . Bregenz.
Austria
LAUFS, Brencia L., 78; 200
Crescent Streeet. Duxbury.
Massachusetts 02332. Inst. of Eur.
Studies/Freiburt , Erbprinzen-
strasse 12, 7800 Freiburg im
Breisgau, West Germany
'LEVIN, Lisa," 78 . Melinda Drive.
Owings Mills. Maryland 2111".
Sweet Briar Program in Paris. 34.
rue de Fleurus, 75006 Paris, France
McCARTER, Lisa, 78 . 45 Buena
Vista Avenue. Rumson. New
Jersey 07760. University of Edin-
burgh, Finlay House. 29 Cameron
Park, Edinburgh EH 16. Scotland
OPPENHE1MER, James W., 78.
140 Chapin Parkway, Buffalo. New-
York 14209, SPRING TERM,
School of Irish Studies. Prior
House. Merrion Road. Ballsbridge.
Dublin 4, Ireland
OSTHOFF, Susan M., 79,58 Glory
Drive. Pittsfield, Massachusetts
10201, SPRING TERM, Interna-
tional Swedish University. Skons'
' karegatan 8. S-22350 Lund. Swe-
den .
PFEIFFENBERGER, Edward H.V
78, 4223 Bayshore Road. Sarasota.
Florida 33580. Inst. of Eur. Studies
Vienna, Freyung 4, Palais Kinsk.v..
A1010 Vienna 1. Austria
PIZZORNI, Franco, 78 . 11111
Biscayne Boulevard. Miami.
Florida 33161. SPRING TERM.
Inst. of Eur. Studies/Nantes. 7, riie
des Cadeniers. 44000 Nantes,
France
PLAPINGER, Keith, 7 8 . 8M
_ Princeton-Lawrenceville. Prin-
" ceton New Jersey 08540.
University of Durham," Ol'1 Shire
Hall, Durham DH13HP, England
POOLE, Christina C , -"*8. ^
' Bowdoin Street. Portland. Main'-'1
04102, UNTIL MARCH, British and
Eur. Studies Group. BCM Box 403.
London WHY 6XX. Enuland
eon I. on p. V
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S.G.A Election Statements
W. Koss Ncwland
What prompted me to run for a
position in the .Student Government
Association is the "staleness" of
that organization; it is no joke that
students are remote from and
disinterested in their representa-
tive government. New members
are needed to dispel the "stale"
aura that embraces the SGA. I plan
on investigating the solutions to
overcrowding in the library and
Mather cafeteria. I am convinced of
the need for student involvement in
SGA activities, to remove the
remoteness, the gap that exists
between the student body and the
SGA. Lastly, campus/off-campus
relations must be extended, so as
to supply the needed link between
sheltered academia and the "real
world." With your help in the
balloting, I hopefully can strive
toward these goals.
Joseph Troiano
I am running for the Student
Government Association because I
feel that 1 have something to
contribute to the association in a
constructive way. 1 feel that there is
a need for responsible students to
roll up their sleeves and get
involved in whatever capacity they
are able. I feel that I have
developed an understanding of
student life by living and working
on campus and I believe that I have
seen enough of how the faculty and
administration function to know the
score.
For anyone who doesn't know
me by name I was the one in
Winer's intro Psychology class who
lacked a flourescent pen. If that
doesn't help, I'm more than willing
to meet with anyone who wants to
know more about me. Drop me a
line at my P.O. Box if you'd rather
talk with one of the candidates
before vou vote.
Bruce Green
As a member of the Trinity
community, I feel the need to have
an active voice in the way our
school is run. Though I do not boast
to be one of Jimmy Carter's 200
some-odd economic advisers, I do
possess the judgment and ability to
competently handle the job. Yet,
my willingness to run does not
stem from this ability, but much
more importantly, from the desire
to become involved.
Scott Lessnc
A person seeking a position on
the Budget Committee must realize
the importance of the post in
relation to the operation of the
individual organizations on cam-
pus, He must also realize that the
position is one of great responsi-
bility and should not be taken
lightly. I believe that because I
understand the significance of the
position I will, to the best of my
ability, try to fulfill the require-
ments and obligations of being a
member of the Budget Committee.
Alan Levine
Although I am a freshman, I
have had a great deal of experience
with the Budget Committee and am
very familiar with its procedures.
As Tripod readers will hopefully be
aware, I have covered the Budget
Committee meetings since the
beginning of the school year. In
fact, I have attended more meet-
ings than many of the members
themselves. Therefore, I feel that I
could quickly fit into the Committee
and participate effectively.
In addition; 1 strongly believe
that freshmen need more repre-
sentation on the Budget Commit-
tee. After all, many of the decisions
made this year will affect the
future. Since freshmen have the
largest future at Trinity, they
should have adequate representa-
tion. Lastly, if I am elected, I will
be open to any suggestions from
other students.
J. Ronald Spencer, Dean of Studies
Spencer cont.
by Alain Levanho
cont. from p. 1 .
the faculty, which he regards-as
encouraging, especially since his
counterparts at other institutions
express concern that their faculties
seem to be in a rut.
Generally, Spencer enjoys all
aspects of his job. but he admits
that it is not pleasant to tell
someone who has an idea that he
does not consider that idea worth-
while. Essentially, saying "no" is
the hardest part of the job for him.
For the future. Spencer visual-
izes no momentous changes in the
curriculum, but he expects a
number of modest changes. He
emphasizes that he does not handle •
his job alone, but rather sees
himself as one who works with
other people.
Professor Moves Gear Into Jones
by Carl Roberts
Much to the surprise of stu-
dents living in Jones dormitory, the
new resident of room 218 is not a
student, but a faculty member. He
is Dr. Rik Warren, visiting assis-
tant professor of psychology.
Warren does not see his
position in the dorm as that of a
Resident Assistant or even that of
an advisor. He is merely a resident.
He said that he is living in Jones
basically to provide the students
with a different point of view and
with the opportunity to get to know
a faculty member in a personal
w a y . • ' ' • • . . • . .•
Recumbent Cycles:
Ride And Recline
Two researchers at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology
have developed a bizarre pair of
bicycles which they say could
revolutionize the cycling world.
The recumbent bicycles, as they
are called, are built so that a rider
can recline on a comfortable seat
with a back rest. The vehicle is
propelled by means of pedals which
extend ahead of an undersized
front wheel. One of the bikes, built
efs
by Lee Laiterman, an MIT-senior
majoring in mechanical engineer-
ing, features rear-wheel steering
and front-wheel drive. Professor
David G. Wilson, who heads MIT's
engineerng department, has con-
structed a recumbent two-wheeler
with handlebars positioned be-
neath the seat.
The inventors claim that their
bikes are faster, safer, and more
comfortable than conventional
counterparts, Wilson adds that he
has contacted a manufacturer in
Cincinnati who became so excited
about the new design that "he
couldn't sleep all night."
However, Rudy Schwinn, pro-
duct engineering^ mana'ger at
Schwinn Bicycle Co., says that his
firm does not plan to manufacture
this prototype.
"It's been done several times in
the past. I don't think it handles
better, and it's not any more com-
fortable," he states.
Wilson retorts that his bicycle,
with a few tiny improvements,
could be as stable and responsive
"as a car."
He attributes Schwinn's lack of
interest to "the enormous conser-
vatism amongst bike manufactur-
ers. They're still building the same
thing they did in 1896."
Warren is enthusiastic about
living in Jones. He said that in his
past experience living in residential
colleges, he has found living with
students both enjoyable and worth-
while.
A residence hall, according to
Warren, should be a community in
itself. "It is more than just a place
where you sleep." One of the ways
he sees this being accomplished is
through dormitory activities. He
said that his position in Jones will
be that of a catalyst. He does not
wish to initiate activities himself,
but would like to assist students in
planning events.
The dormitory activities with
which Warren has been involved
have ranged from a spring festival
to theater productions. He said that
there are several possibilities of
what Jones residents might like to
do with the remainder of their
dormitory fund. "One such activ-
ity," he suggested, "might be an
open mike coffee house."
During his first week at Trinity,
Warren knocked on every door in
Jones and introduced himself. At
first, he reported, students were
timid about having a faculty
member in the dormitory. But now
they're getting used to the idea.
"I think it's really great having
him live here," one Jones resident
commented. Another student said
that the idea is good, but depends
a lot upon the faculty member's
ability to relate to the students. He
said that some faculty members
'would make students uncomfor-
table, but that Warren "fits right in
like another student."
Warren's living in Jones is one
of two instances of faculty mem-
bers residing in dormitories this
year. The other faculty member is
Dr. Michael Pretina who lives on
the French Hall in Jackson.
Elinor Tilles, director of college
residences, said that these two
housing arrangements are exper-
imental. If they are successful, "we
might in the next years have a few
faculty members in dorms where
we have apartments." She said
that she believes that faculty
Loophole %
Fending Off The Feds
Academic Freedom Meeting
All interested students, faculty and admin-
istrators are urgently invited to submit their views,
orally or in writing, on permissible modes of
demonstration and protest against "objection-
able" speakers, to the Academic Freedom
Committee, meeting in McCook 203 on Monday
afternoon, February 7, 21 and 28 beginning at 4.
All are welcome to attend.
The Internal Revenue Service
has backed off on a controversial
plan1 to start collecting income
taxes on the value of free or
reduced tuition given as a fringe
benefit to som'e' 27,000 children of
professors.
First proposed last November
as a way to plug leaky loopholes in
the current tax system, the IRS
stood to tax $20 million worth of
scholarships. However, just as
soon as the measure was proposed,
the U.S. Treasury Department was
bombarded with protests and criti-
cisms from the halls of acadamia to
the heights of professional organi-
zations,
The professors argued that the
current tax-free tuition remission
programs that more than 800
schools and universities nationwide
use is supported by a 22-year
history. In 1954, the House and the
Senate specifically approved the
kind of scholarships which the IRS
could classify as tax-free1 fringe
benefits. Many professors also
pointed out that they had taken
their jobs, often at lower pay, so
that their children could attend the
school free.
The 1954 action was based on
the notion that people who teach
other people's children should not,
for financial reasons, find their
children excluded from the benefits
of education. . -.<
The American Association of
University Professors (AAUP) also
pointed out that faculty families
were being unfairly singled out.
Last month, William Simon, secre-
tary of the Treasury, vetoed an
IRS proposal to tax certain corpor-
ate perquisites such as free airline
flights for airline employees and
relatives.
In Congressional testimony
Jan. 7, the AAUP argued that other
professions aren't taxed for fringe
benefits' extended such as free
airline flights. The AAUP also
pointed out that physicians aren't
taxed for free medical services ex-
tended to their families nor are
department store employees taxed
for discounts extended to them.
The witnesses, according to the
IRS, stated "problems associated
with changing the tax treatment of
amounts received under tuition
remission programs." In view of
these problems and the joint study
of the tax treatment of scholarships
and fellowships called for by the
House and Senate Committee
Reports on the Tax Reform Act of
1976, the IRS concluded that the
proposed plan should be scraped.
members' presence would enhance
the life in dormitories.
An opportunity for such an
experiment arose with Warren's
arrival. Since he is in Connecticut
for only one semester, and did not
have a place here in which to
reside, he was willing to live on
campus.
McNulty
Writes Book
by Holly Singer
Dr. J. Bard McNulty, professor
of English at Trinity, has written a
new book, Modes of Literature,
which was recently released by
Houghlon Miffiin Company of
Boston.
Modes of Literature was devel-
oped from a series of mimeo sheets
in a literature course taught by
Professor McNulty and Professor
John Dando. The book, which
traces major changes in literary
styles from the middle ages to the
present, is currently used in
McNulty's course, "Literary
Modes." In his class, McNulty
uses slides to illustrate literary and
critical ideas, and the book carries
reproductions of some of the artis-
tic works.
As Dr. McNulty described his
literary accomplishment, he said it
> was produced inJa; "whirl of activ-
ity." In addition to his position as
James Goodwin Professor of Eng-
lish, McNulty is also Coordinator of
the Horizons Program, Secretary of
the Faculty and Series Director of
"The Leading Edge," which is a
new television series from CPTV.
McNulty is also the author-of Older
Than The Nations The Story of the
Hartford Courant.
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Editorial
Evaluative System Needs Reform
Last semester, a Horizons lecture given by Dr. Charles B. Schnltz, chairman of
the education department, questioned the validity of student course evaluations.
The issue has taken on greater significance with the decision of the English
department not to rehire Brent Harold. While it is difficult to determine how great
an effect the evaluations had on the department's decision,-the fact that the
evaluations were in some way a determinant makes It imperative to study their
validity.
In examining the evaluative process, It is necessary to point ont a few
shortcomings. Handing out forms during pre-rcglstration Is a convenient method,
but not the most conducive to writing well thought-out responses. It is not
uncommon for students to get the evaluations and fill them out with their minds set
on finishing as soon as possible. Many students don't even take the time to fill them
out at all. A low percentage of returns is not always representative of the whole-
class's opinion. Handing the forms out during class time, the method employed by
some departments, is a means of increasing the amount of responses. The
procedure however, is conducive to little forethought. The evaluations must be
given more attention. Perhaps there could be a pre-established class period for
each course devoted to filling out both S.G.A. and departmental forms.
Improvements in procedure upgrade the qualify of response, but there remains
the question of the validity of the response itself. This includes consistency of the
response from student to student to a particular question, and the consistency
within an individual student's evaluation. Often an evaluation form contains two
questions which are worded differently, but have similar meaning or intent. If a
student responds differently to the two questions, the validity is decreased. To
insure that the evaluations are maintained at a level worthy of respect, the aspect of
consistency needs to be studied.
The evaluations serve three basic functions: they inform prospective students
about a course and its instructor, they can aid an instructor hi learning something
about how he/she is viewed by the students, and they have some weight in
determining the instructor's future. It is the latter category, the political
ramifications of the evaluations, that can pervert the evaluative system.
Using the evaluations as a political tool increases the propensity of the student to he
subjective; frequently his/her comments reflect the anticipated grade. There would
be a reduction of "getting back" at the teacher if the emphasis was taken off the
political focus. In conjunction with the political significance is the pressure exerted
on a faculty member, especially a new one, to obtain favorable student feedback.
This may cause the teacher to gear a course, particularly in terms of difficulty,
towards that aim. The emphasis of the- evaluations should be placed on
constructively criticizing the instructor's method so that a student may in some way
shape the course of his education.
In order to reduce the political importance of the evaluations there must be a set
of objective criteria based not so much on student opinion as on student
achievement and motivation. In the larger courses, standardized exams could be
civen to different sections of the same course, graded by the department chairman.
In smaller classes, records of improvement could be kept (such as written work in
English classes), with the attention being given to the work Itself, and not the
grade. Perhaps the most important measure of a teacher's achievement is the
motivation imparted by him to the student. This can be measured somewhat by how
many majors come out of introductory and lower level courses given by particular '
professors.
The political impact of the evaluations precludes them from reaching the goal
their name designates, that of course evaluations. The evaluations cannot be .a
weapon the students wield against faculty members. Instead, they must be a means
to improve student-faculty communication, a function they now only partly serve.
Letters
Election Endorsement
To the Editor:
It is not often that the students
of Trinity get to vote in an election
that has this much significance.
This semester the Budget Commit-
tee will not only be' diecidihg; on
events to be fiefd this semester, but
for next year as well. Since we will
be acting on next year's budgets
this semester, It is important to
have competent and interested
people on the committee. We are
lucky to have two such people on
the ballot for this election. Robert
H.urlock and Alan Levine have
shown great interest in the com-
mittee throughout the past. Bob,
; through his .distinguished service
in the past, was rewarded with an
elected position on the committee
earlier this year, but due to
unforseen circumstances was for-
ced to relinquish his duties. Alan,
on the other hand, has been at
every meeting this year in his
capacity as reporter for the Tripod,
He has; shown keen,: insights in
grasping the complex matters that
the committee deals with, and
would be a fine member.
Both of these people are very
well' suited for the positions and
deserve your vote.
Thank you,
Jeffrey S. Meltzer
More from Release
To the Members, of the Trinity
Community:
We at Release would like to
thank so many of you for writing in.
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The initial response for a sexual
minority support group is very
encouraging. For those of you who
have not expressed complete confi-
dence in us, or who did not enclose
any way to get in touch with you,
let us respond to a few of your
concerns.
Firstly, Release }S in no way
intended to be a'radically militant'
organization. Our primary intent is
to provide a support group for the
isolated members ot sexual minori-
ties on campus. The direction the
organization takes will be com-
pletely determined by the interests
of the members. What we need at
this initial stage is conversation, to
find out what you want to do and
what this campus needs us to do.
Secondly, the College has ap-
pointed the Chaplain to be in an
advisdrial capacity to such a group
for the simple reason that his office
is the only one on campus which
has absolute confidentiality without
the disciplinary or psychological
overtones of the Dean of Students'
or College Counsellors offices.
Although some members of Re-
lease may want to "go public," the
structure of the organization (such
as it is) is geared toward total
confidentiality outside the group.
Thus people writing to. Release
should feel free, to provide us with
some way to write back—we cannot
rely on the goodwill of the Tripod or
the generosity of its Editor every
week.
Thirdly, we would like to
announce the availability of a
phone service next Saturday and
Tuesday nights, Feb. 5 and 8 from
9.p.m. to 12-midnight..Simply:call.
ttieiCollege number (527-315J);"knd'
ask for; Ext. 447, 448, ' o r 449.
"Operators are standing by."
Lastly, we would like to an-
nounce the first meeting of Release
Thursday evening at 8:30 p.m. in
the Chapel Undercroft (enter by the
South Cloister door by the gar-
dens). This is not an invitation to do
some campus cruising: this is an
opportunity to get together to share
some concerns and answer some
questions we all have. If you cannot
or would rather not attend, at least
write us. to-let us know you're
there.
Your best friend may be thank-
ing you.
Pax,
. - Release
Kudos for Harold
To the Editor: ,
I would like to express my
concern over the dismissal of
Professor Brent Harold.- Last sem-
ester 1 had the privilege of being in
Professor Harold's course on mod-
ernism, and I must say that I found
the caliber of his teaching to be ex-
cellent. He displayed a great deal
of knowledge, unlimited enthus-
iasm and above all, a real concern
that his students gain a thorough
understanding of the subject.
On these grounds, I would ask
the Dean
 (of Faculty and whoever
else happens, to be involved, to
please reconsider their decision to
terminate Brent Harold's contract.
Sincerely,
Catherine G. Pszonowsky
ADtoCP
To the Editor:
We would like to thank all those
who attended our party on Wed-
nesday night, January 26th. We
believe that the support of the
Cerebral Palsy Campaign was truly
worthwhile. With your support
from the party, we donated $200 to
this valuable campaign. We hope
that you had.as much fun as we did
and will continue to support our
fraternity in future community
efforts.
Sincerely,
The Brothers of Alpha Delta Phi
Announcement Manager,
J. Carey LaPorte
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Commentary
Horizons:
Shoemaker— A Statue in Snow
by Peter Davis
On January 25, the nature of
the theatrical experience was ex-
plored when Roger D. Shoemaker,
assistant professor of Theatre Arts,
presented the first Horizons lecture
of the semester, entitled "A Statue
in Snow: The Theatrical Medium."
In a suitably packed Goodwin
Theatre, Professor Shoemaker ex-
plained some of the unique and
photo by Jeff Seibcrt
Professor Roger D. Shoemaker delivers Horizons lecture.
often mystical qualities of the
dramatic art, highlighting the
commentary with scenes from four
plays which showcased the talents
of several student performers along
with demonstrating the acting
credentials of Shoemaker himself.
He stressed the importance of
theatre as an experimental phe-
nomenon, saying that, "its real
essence lay in bringing a piece of
life upon the stage. The reality of
the performance differed very little
from the reality of your own lives,
except, perhaps, by the fact that it
is controlled." The character,
when animated in this fashion, has
a soul and personality that render it
"alive", yet it is also imbued with a
certain mystical theatrical
presence. Shoemaker spoke of
these creations as being rather
phantom-like, in that they repre-
sented our own dreams and
fantasies. The actor's interpreta-
tions could then relate such feel-
ings to us in a vivid and, of course,
dramatic way. Yet, they are by
their nature unchangeable, which
also contributes to their elusive-
ness. This was effectively shown by
the scene from Pirandello's Six
Characters in Search of an Author.
In talking more about the
mysticism of the medium, Shoe-
maker spoke of audience participa-
photo by Jeff Seibcrt
Tucker Ewtog playing "Medea" as part of Horizons lecture.
tion as being a play's source of
whichenergy, that a performance reflects
the viewer's tensions and reac-
tions. One suspends one's normal
criteria when participating in such
an experience. These comments
were accompanied by a surrealistic
scene from Come and Go by Sam-
uel Beckett.
Also, costuming was given due
recognition for its role in creating
an environment, an atmosphere of
authenticity for some period piece
such as Euripedes' Medea, from
a scene was done in
traditional ancient Greek garb,
Rounding out the lecture,
was a performance by Shoemaker
himself, in a scene from a Man's a
man by Bertoldt Brecht, in which
he ably demonstrated the actor's
craft.
Generally, the theatrical med-
ium was given an interesting
self-analysis and theaudience was
treated to a diverse cross-section of
the dramatic art.
The Other Francisco: Slavery in Cuba
by Mac Margoiis
One of the most potent myths in
the historiography of colonialism is
the purportedly benign impact of
slavery in the Spanish Territories of
the New World, Keeping a kind of
imperial scorecard, western histor-
ians are quick to assert that slaves
in the Spanich Caribbean occupied
a distinctive, nearly dignified,
status as compared to their
counterparts in the Colonies of
Fiance and ENGLAND. The pic-
ture emerges where the Christian-
hearted slave master, stoutly en-
during the burdens of his authority,
oversees the plantation with a
benevolent if firm hand. Profit and
compassion are intertwined, as
slave and master together suffer
the necessary indignities of their
enterprise. Such a portrait makes a
palatable sacrament for history's
ruling classes, but does little to
de-mystify the nature and condition
of slavery.
The recent Cuban film 'shown
here last week), The Other
Francisco, is potent testimony to
the brutality of slavery in the
Spanish empire. And, the very
purpose of the film is to strip away
the embroidery that surrounds the
relation of slave to master in
conventional historical works.
Focusing on an anti-slavery novel,
written by a philanthropic slave
owner in the nineteenth century,
the movie artfully juxtaposes the
social vision of the author with a
documentary account of the Cuban
Plantation order. The film opens
with a dramatization of the novel,
and immediately we are drawn into
an impassioned story of love and
cruelty framed in the lush forests of
Cuba. Throughout the drama we
are given a sort of inverted
Manichaean imagery, where the
love between two slaves, Dorotea
and Francisco, is foiled by the
brutal white overseer. The "story
culminates in the forced rape of
O»rotea by her master, and
Francisco, like a black Young
•erther, hangs himself in the
«
r
- snati of unrequited low.
The worldview of the young,
affluent author is acutely exposed:
Slavery was a system of psychic
trauma, cemented by emotional
bonds. In this heartrending
schema, slavery is lifted clean out
of its historical context, and
thereby becomes a metaphor for
the "universal" conflict of love and
hate. Set over-against this
romanticized version of nineteenth
century Cuba are the political and
economic underpinnings of slavery,
articulated in the remainder of the
film.
As someone remarked to me,
after being seduced into this exotic
drama, we are assaulted by a
graphically brutal retelling of the
story of Cuban slave society. In this
recounting, it becomes amply clear
that slavery was no tragedy of
passion, nor was • the ' Cuban
plantation order some ''Tropical
Tara"; rather, Cuba, indeed the
whole of the West Indies, was built
on blood and sugar. The slave-
master relationship was economic,
and its inhumanity varied not with
the incarnate evil of the white
master but the quota of production.
This is not to diminish, by any
degree, the barbarity suffered by
the slaves in Cuba, nor in any way
to vindicate the slave owners, but,
on the contrary, to underscore such
brutality by pointing to the true
source. It was the historical forces
of the international market-the
dynamics of worldwide capitalism-
that made the Caribbean an
imperial stomping ground for cen-
turies.
The Other Francisco captures
Cuba at a critical period in world
history, and the context of the film
is intimately woven into the plot.
The story of Cuba-a story mirrored
in the entire West Indian Islands-
is largely the story of sugar, and
from early on Spain sought to
build a sugar empire, It is in this
light that the alleged benevolence
• of" Cuban Slavery must be viewed.
Hugh Thomas notes, in his massive
work. C«ba; The Pursuit uf Free-
i t e m , • • • • • . • • • • •
"This apparently tolerant
society, in comparison with the
English colonies, does not alter the
fact that Cuban planters hoped to
build on their island the rich
tyrannies which they could
increasingly admire elsewhere;
absence of opportunity, not innate
Spanish goodwill towards human-
ity, had hitherto delayed the sugar
rush."(p.38)
Until the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury, sugar production in Cuba was
a fairly primitive, and thus labor
intensive, enterprise. Small scale
wooden mills, operated by oxen
and human labor, had dominated
the Caribbean sugar industry for
several hundred years. Increases in
productivity occurred, not through
technical change, but by bringing
more and more land into cultivation
The single most important and
expensive input was the manual
labor of indentured servants, ab-
sorbing well over half the produc-
tion costs. According to Thomas,
until almost 1860, the growth of
Cuban sugar industry was directly
related to the supply of slaves.
The industrial revolution had a
resounding impact on sugar indus-
try in the Caribbean. By 1844, the
first modernized machines for
sugar production—the Fawcett and
Preston rolling mills-were impor-
ted, rendering obsolete the old
ox-drawn equipment. Concomitant
with the new techniques of produc-
tion was the* development of
railways and steam, drastically
cutting transportation costs.
' The pressure fot mechanization
in Cuba was inexorable, for slavery
•was one of the most exorbitant
forms of production anywhere.
Abolition sent the price of slaves
soaring, as planters had to bear the
escalating costs and risks of the
illicit slave trade. Unlike in North
America, where there were special
breeding farms for slave labor, the
Plantation owners in the Spanish
colonies replaced their chattel with
new slaves, Up to 75% of the slaves
in Cuba were African born when
Spain finally banned' the slave
trade. Clearly, the end of the slave
trade threatened the very founda-
tions of Cuban Plantocracy. As well
as the economic burdens of slavery,
there emerged a highly skewed,
highly volatile, political situation,
for several plantations employed as
many as 600 to 800 slaves, This
concentration of forced laborers
along with the spector of the Hatian
revolution, in the last eighteenth
century, hovered ominously over
the heads of the slave-owning
classes in Cuba.
I n t e r n a t i o n a l economic
pressures complemented the social
and political factors in Cuba. Hugh
Thomas remarks that one of the
effects of the British blockade
against France, at the turn of the
century, was the eventual decline
of Caribbean sugar production.
For, Napoleon's response to the
blockade (which barred his passage
to the West Indies) was to cultivate
beets for sugar in France. Eventu-
ally the beet sugar market was
given protective status and, as a
result, cane sugar dropped from
86%to 64% of the world supply.
Along with the sugar substitute in
Europe, North America began
producing a substantial cane sugar
crop in Louisiana. Together, these
developments further squeezed the
antiquated plantation order in
Cuba. Mechanization was the only
way Cuban sugar producers could
compete on the international
market, and slavery was retarding
technological innovation.
The initial investment in slave
labor was so great that every
increment of productivity was
exploited (20 hour days for slaves
on sugar farms is testimony to
this). Their mere presence, as •'
precious commodities, militated
against mechanization. As Thomas
noted: "Since slaves were on the
plantation always, harvest and
non-harvest, they might as well be
employed: why import a plough for
replanting when a slave was there
to dig? " (Cuba, p. 18Sj
AH in all, the pillars of
traditional planter society were, by
force, beginning to be shaken. The
high price of slaves gradually
bankrupted the smaller sugar
producers, and, by corollary, it was
only the wealthiest planters who
could afford the labor-saving
machinery. Thus, every sign point-
ed to the development of industrial
capitalism in Cuban agriculture:
and it was at this point that
the contours of modern (pre-
revolutionary) Cuba—of sugar
monoculture dominated by a mer-
chant/planter oligarchy - became
fixed. And, just as in the British
West Indies, slavery was finally
ended because emancipation was
cheaper; for wage labor freed the
planters from feeding, clothing and
caring for their laborers.
As the film, The Other
Francisco, vividly documents, the
transition to modem production -•
the flowering of the Spanish sugar
empire - was achieved by the labor
of African and Indian slaves under
the reign of the planter, class. And.
regardless of whether Cuban staves
were 'better off (as if some scale
measuring the degrees of atrocity
were relevant), the myths of
a "slave aristocracy" obscure the
historical ramifications of colonial-
ism. In Cuba, as in the whole of the
Caribbean, slaves were commo-
dities -- "productive inputs" - to
be bought and sold according to the
vicissitudes of the sugar economy.
From the very beginning. Cuban
slaves resisted their colonial
masters; flight, sabotage, outright
revolt, and assertion of cultural
heritage were all manifestations of
the constant struggle for freedom
and dignity. And, as this powerful
Cuban film testifies, the Spanish
masters did not respond with the
lenient sentiment of a church father
(for Cuban churches were often
employed as forums for displaying
and selling slaves). More accur-
ately, it was the white overseer --
the "mayoral" -- employing not the
gentle admonitions at seupmro but
the sword and the Kish to bre.iK ii*>
will ot rebellious sla%e men .in.1
More Commentary
Bogota, The Fate of the Kogi Indians
by Martin Nweeia
The problems hit you at once as you travel into the city of
Bogota—The chaos of the streets, with horns blowing and voices
yelling—The gloom of the dark alley ways with cold and lonely
children huddled*, and old people, motionless, sitting—The fear
of thieves, rapists, assassins and drug pushers, with their
watchful eyes anxious to plan a new money scheme. At once you
can feel some black ugly net cover the sky in this world you have
entered. Then you come to the center of the city where you spot a.
church with marble pillars looming in the midst of all the noise
and sad eyes and money hungry hands. So majestic it appears
that you wonder how or why it was built in this land of poverty.
Was th e light of hope of Bogota's people inside ?
? The daybegins at 8 a.m. From now until the late hours of the
right the streets will be crowded, mothers shopping in the open
streets, fathers working in the cramped shops which are strung
together forming a bazaar. The children playing in the streets
are somewhat wreckiess and seemingly unaware of any danger
form,passing cars or buses. On the main streets are jeeps, cars
and buses winding their way around each other as they race
down the avenidas, and there are no signs or street lights to help
control the appearingly lunatic minds that operate them. All is
mayhem and disorder in Bogota.
Apart form this appearance of confusion are the wretched
poor, still and waiting. They sit on curbs, on steps and iff
alleys, some with outstretched arms and palms open-to accept
money, others motionless and quiet. All wait only for the sun to
fall.
Colombia is one of the crime centers of the world. To outside
nations it represents an important drug link. Most of South
America's marijuana and cocaine passes through Colombia en
route to other countries. Within the country, Colombia's cities
are battle grounds for street crime. It is difficult to cite statistics
on the crime rates in Colombia since so many incidents go
unreported; it is large enough however, that in Bogota and
Barranquilla, the two most populated cities, the danger of being
robbed or approached by drug dealers and the like is a daily
threat. Most of the crime centers around wealth. The average
per capita income in Colombia is 1/J2th that of the United States;
so poor are so many that there always exists the immediate need
and desire to obtain more money. Anyone who is in possession of
wealth is in potential danger, tourists, wealthly land owners,
store merchants, and jewelry buyers; all run the daily risk of
being robbed, beaten and possibly killed. In most cases the
crime is done by secret criminal collectives. However, the black
market in many Colombian cities operates openly on the streets.
Hundreds of stores sell items illegally; contraband goods are
mostly shipped from the United States. Yet despite the legal
offense of such sales, the police do not arrest these sellers. Why
not? Explains one Colombian senator, "The money brought in
frotn the sales of these high demand items gives an additional
boost to Colombia's weak ecomony." Where there is money,
there is no law—so seems the motto of justice.
Surely in this city of confusion, of poverty and street crime, there is a symbol of good, right and
justice. The Catholic Church acts as this symbol. For the people of Colombia, hope and salvation
from any sins comes within the walls of the church. Since there is so much sin and so many
economically depressed souls, this symbol plays an important role in providing light for an otherwise
clouding country. Yet the church in many ways adds problems to the country, economic and spiritual.
Countless shrines are built to honor the Pope; these bring continuous expenditures for each city. The
churches themselves are structurally the most beautiful buildings in the cities of Colombia, their
grandeur is so distinctly separate from the rest of the clay and dirt arid, dried grass that one wonders if
some alien race from a different time dropped them in the cities. These richly magnificent structures
and what they represent bring respect from the people not only from communicating the laws ot Uoa
by which the people are fold to live, but by exemplifying an economic prosperity which they equally
desire to attain. The church, while giving the people hope for future prosperity, makes them more
aware of their present poverty.
To escape the confusion and depression of "civilized" Colombia, one must travel to the
mountains. Here one finds a natural beauty unmatched by any other topographical area in Colombia.
The noise, crowded streets, and poverty of the cities is contrasted to the peace, natural beauty and
serenity of the mountains. There are two major ranges in Colombia, the Andes and the Sierras.
Besides the few agrarian villages, much of this land belongs to the Indians. Yet because they are
isolated cultures, tribes like the Kogi Indians have no claim to the land within the laws of the larger
and more recognized society around them. Hence the danger of losing their homes is now becoming a
serious threat.
This is not the first attack on their society. For four and a half centuries the Kogi Indians have
lasted the threats of Europeans influence. They have guarded against intruders. They have refused to
trade with merchants. They are even reluctant to share their cultrual and religious ceremonies with
anthropologists and other people who come, to document this strange and curious tribe, as many
already have tried and failed. Why are the Kogi so unwilling to be open and share their beliefs? The
answer doesn't seem to be important when one recalls the many innocent and defenseless Indians who
have had their land and their lives taken. History has shown that openness, though an admirable trait
in the eyes of the Romantic thinker, is a means for a more powerful and aggressive people to criticize,
attack and even destroy those who through their openness expected love and understanding. A
reluctance to be friendly and open has thus been a saving attribute in the Kogi's fight for existence.
Now the Kogi face a new war with a people who have different concerns for the land on which they
live: a people who the Kogi know little about and who, through their aggressive nature, will destroy
them and their land, a people blind in their actions and not concerned in finding a way to correct the
mistake which will result in a loss-for their country and for the world. Unless the Kogi can raise
$100,000 to pay for the land on which they live, they may, like the many tribes in the United States, be
confined to a reservation life—despite their peaceful existence on a land which they have lived since
their pre-Colombian ancestors, the Tairona Indians. Now their land may be taken by people who can
only envision progress in terms of the agricultural wealth that the Indian lands can bring. These we
people whose power lies in laws not even understood by the Kogi tribe.
Why then should they be forced to leave their land, their home? During my travel with these
Indians, many of the experiences which I believe led me to these people began to merge in an
understanding of survival not just for the Kogi but for many Indian tribes threatened by a more
aggressive power structure, in this case the Colombian government.
The power to protect these tribes from being influenced by a more aggressive Colombian society,
lies within that Colombian society. It is the moral obligation of the Colombian government to guard,
protect and preserve the rights of the Kogi. They do not have the right to force a new lifestyle on a
tribe so different and, as they falsely perceive, appearingly primitive. Rather, the Colombian society,
and more specifically the Colombian government, has the opportunity and privilege to observe a
vastly different from their own, and to learn new perspectives on problems within their own society. If
they do not understand this moral obligation, steps should be made by those who do, to make these
Colombian officials aware of the seriousness of their acts to force tribes like the Kogi from their land.
The economic wealth that could be gotten from the Kogi farmlands is no more productive than what
the Indians now harvest in order to maintain their own food supply. To sacrifice such a unique culture
for money gains is senseless. Yet the Kogis are an endangered species and if they are taken from their
land much of their spirit will die. The tragedy of such a loss will unfortunately not be realized until the
spirit of the Kogi perishes forever.
Martin Nweeia is a senior at Trinity and will graduate this May with majors in Biology anjd English.
In this article he writes about the bitter injustices being dome to the Kogi Indians, a coastal Indian
tribe in Sanla Marta, Colombia. During last summer, Martin was with the few members of the tribe
who traveled with their head mama (priest) to the Clijilea Shaio in Bogota where she was to be treated
for a serious heart condition. He then traveled with them to Santa Marta in preparation for the climb
up the western slopes of the Sierras, to the home of the Kogi.
Dan Calabrese was born in 1927 In Waterbury and received his B.F.A. and M.F.A.from Yale
University. He is a professor of Art History at the University of Connecticut and has a studio in Middle
bury, Connecticut. The sketches were.done, expressly for this article.
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Trinity Jesters Present 'Jacques BreF
by Philip Rilcy
The Trinity College Jesters will
present their first show of the new
year, Jacques Brcl is Alive and
Well and Living in Paris, on Friday
and Saturday, February 4th and 5th
at 8:15 p.m., and Sunday, February
6th at 7:15 p.m., in the J.L,
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
Center.
Jacques Brel is the first libretto-
less musical ever written, the songs
being the show's only text. How-
ever, the show is not a review, but
rather a theatrical piece consisting
of Brel's material, with a theme
that connects its twenty-five songs
and overture. Eric Blau, who along
with Mort Shuman first translated
Brel's songs into an English-
language production, says the
theme of the show is that ' 'human
values exceed all others." Jim
Moskow, musical director of the
Trinity production, gives us a
clearer picture.
"Brel honestly looks at the
things people are afraid to say. He
brings out emotions that are never
openly expressed by people. While
one songwriter might do a song
about love, Brel would write about
the frustration that goes along with
love. In the show, you are seeing
the world through his eyes, as he
reminisces about the past and
predicts the future."
Brel, who has elevated the
popular song to a creative art form
in France, wrote the music to this
show over a twelve-year period,
beginning in the middle '50s.
Though he has not achieved
wide-spread popularity in America,
he is somewhat of a Dylanesque
folk hero in France. Brel's name
may not be well-known in America,
but many of his songs, like
"Carrousel" and "If We Only
Have Love" are.
The cast of the Jesters produc-
tion includes Anne Newhall (who
doubles as choreographer),
Melissa Lover, Tony Chase and
Joe Kluger. The actors are accom-
panied by a six-piece band (piano,
drums, electric vibes, guitar, bass
and flute), and the set design has
been provided by Dodd Latimer.
No one in the audience will be
more than twenty-five feet from the
action of the play, and, though the
piece is not performed cabaret
style, there should be a certain
cabaret feeling to it. Moskow
emphasizes that there is no one
location for the show, that the
moods of the various songs are the
only setting. "That's what makes it
difficult about doing Brel; you
really have to sell the songs." But
he adds, "There are few people
who see or do this show that don't
become Brel groupies."
Your chance comes this week-
end at Trinity. Tickets are Si.50,
and may be reserved at the AAC
box office, or by phoning 527-8062.
Record Review:
Genesis—Wind & Wuthering
by Ira Goldman
It has been more than two years
since the last studio album by YES,
and almost three years since
Emerson, Lake and Palmer's Brain
Salad Surgery LP. During this
time, England's two major
progressive rock supergroups have
managed to retain their exalted
positions on mere reputation alone,
though YES has been busy with
solo albums and several tours.
Meanwhile, another well-
established British band has been
hard at work, and with the results
of last year's Melody Maker poll,
now appear to be challenging ELP
and YES for supremacy. This group
is GENESIS, and with the release
of their newest album. ''Wind arid
Wulher ing," superstardom
appears to be a sure bet.
It has been a mere 9 months
since the release of "A Trick of the
Tail," Genesis' most successful
album ever (they have 9 albums), it
was certified gold in both Canada
and England. Once again, Genesis
shows absolutely no effects from
the loss of their enigmatic former
lead singer, Peter Gabriel. With
"Wind and Wuthering," the
genius of Genesis becomes even
more apparent.
Genesis has once again solved
the dilemma that inevitably faces
all successful bands. Since their
second album "Tresspass,"
Genesis has been able to create a
sound and style that is easily
identifiable and uniquely their
own, yet continually adding new
ideas and innovations so as not to
become stale or redundant. To
Genesis fans this formula for
success is well known -it was
evident through "Nursery
Cryme," "Foxtrot," "Selling
England by the Pound," and "The
Lamb Lies Down on Broadway."
The latest album.is no exception to
this fine tradition.
Genesis' personnel has re-
mained remarkably stable, with the
lineup being the same (with the
exception of Peter Gabriel) since
the third album. As on "Trick of
the Tail," Phil Collins handles lead
vocals and all percussion. Collins
has masterfully replaced Gabriel,
giving Genesis' vocals amazing
continuity. Tony Banks once again
proves that he is one of the best
keyboardists anywhere, creating a
rich orchestral sound with a maze
of keyboards and synthesizers.
Low-keyed Steve Hackett remains
an integral part of Genesis'
melodic sound, with his perfor-
mance on both electric and
12-string and nylon classical
acoustic guitars. Mike Rut'herford
on bass teams with Collins to
provide a strong rhythm section,
and for the first time, adds his solo
writing and composing skills to the
album. Rutherford authors, "Your
Own Special Way," a beautiful, 6
minute composition.
As with previous albums,
"Wind and Wuthering" exhibits
excellent songwriting as well as
incredibly arranged instrumenta-
tion. Tony Banks, who did a good
bit of writing for "A Trick of the
Tail," is credited with writing or
assisting 6 out of 9 songs, including
the beautiful tale, "One For the
Vine."
Also outstanding as far as lyric
content is "Blood on the Roof-
tops," a Hackett/Collins collabor-
ation commenting philosophically
on that stultifying medium known
as TV.
The instrumental high-point is
the 12-minute opus "Unquiet
slumbers for the sleepers..." which
finishes with the Banks composi-
tion "Afterglow."
A satisfying-long 50 minutes in
length, "Wind and Wuthering"
captures the Genesis magic at h
finest. Watch out YES and ELP
Genesis is here!
AFTERNOTES:
....Genesis kicks off a monstrous
solo headlining tour of North
America February 2, lasting
through April. Part of a world-wide
tour, Genesis (believe it or not!)
will be appearing in Hartford at the
Bushnell on Friday, February 25.
Tickets go on sale sometime next
week. The Genesis World Tour '77
opened New Year's Day at the
newly re-opened Rainbow Theater
in London, featuring a two-hour set
of new anc old material, plus a
stunning light and laser display
that was almost banned by the
Greater London Council because of
some silly notion about eye danger.
It's expected that Genesis will have
the full stage show here in
ANNOUNCEMENT
Writers are urgently need-
ed for the Tripod's Art Sec-
tion. If you have any interest in
art, theater, music (classical
preferably), dance, photo-
graphy, film or just about any-
thing new. interesting or ex-
citing, why don't YOU write
for the Tripod. I would be
happy to hear any and all
ideas, it's YOUR newspaper!
Instead of complaining about it
why don't you do something to
help? Please contact me, Ira
Goldman, Arts Editor, at.
24<>-7163 or P.O. Box 740.
P.S. Reviewers needed for:
Jacques Brel is Alive and Well
and Living In Paris, Feb. 4, 5,
a, 8:15 (Jesters); The Real
Inspector Hound Feb. 25, 26,
27, March 4.5, 6.
Free tickets available for
reviewers!
Hartford...New Fleetwood Mac LP
due any day...New Yes LP release
date set for either late February or
early March. Rick Wakeman has
rejoined the group, Patrick Moraz
leaves for a solo career. Wakeman
is also reportedly fronting a new
trio with John Wetton (ex-Family,
Roxy Music, Uriah Heep and King
Crimson) and Bill Bruford (ex-Yes,
King Crimson, Gong and tour work
with). It's not known whether
Bruford will be joining Genesis
again this year for the World
Tour...A new Gong LP featuring
Allan Holdsworth on guitar
(formerly of Tempest, Soft
Machine and Tony William's Life-
time) released two weeks ago in
England. A US release should be
quite soon....A double-live Gentle
Giant album is now in the
stores...Also appearing locally are,
Al Stewart at Woolsey Hall^ New
Haven on Feb. 9th'while Queen
and Thin Lizzy will be at the
Springfield Civic Center on Feb.
3rd.
Whistlestop appeared on Friday, January 28.
Film Series
AIESEC-Trinlty will be spon- Stooges. Laurel and Hardy . and
spring a Movie Night" on Peb-
 m o r e w i t h ftH t h e f r s e p o p c o r n
ruary 4 and 5 from six to midnight.
 c a n e , t , $ 1 . 5 0 wi l l b e c o n e c t e d a t
Featured will be The Marx Broth- the door
ers, Charlie Chaplin, The Three
S.M.A.T. Seeks Musical Talent
Are you a musician "man-
que"? Are you a pianist disguised
as a physics major? In less austere
terms, are you frustrated because
you secretly practice music while
other activities prevent you from
becoming more involved in the
musical life at Trinity? "Students
for Music at Trinity" is an
organization dedicated to promot-
ing events which stimulate student
participation in music. Its main
concern at this time is to bring
together all students with musical
talent in a variety of styles, mainly
classical, jazz and contemporary.
Other aims of the organization are
to provide adequate facilities for
performances of this music, and to
invite guest musiciajns .to perform
at Trinity.
S.M.A.T. provides several op-
tions for the concert goer. Post-
ludes are small informal concerts
which provide a comfortable, re-
laxed atmosphere for musical en-
joyment. Any aspiring musician
who desires to present recent
repertoire, or gain experience in
performing should welcome the
opportunity to give a Postlude. We
at S.M.A.T. emphasize the Post-
ludes should be a shared learning
experience for both listeners and
performers, and hope to see many
new faces this semester.
Recitals, longer than Postludes
are more formal in nature, are
given by experienced performers
who have achieved a high level of
artistic perfection. Fine recitals
have, been given by faculty mem-
bers as well as guest artists.
Out-orchestras and ensembles are
hosted by S.M.A.f. in their
concerts here at Trinity.
Most of all, the "Students for
Music at Trinity" wish to broaden
the involvement of student musi-
cians. We wish 'o belter maintain
an active group ;>f individuals in-
terested in • promoting musical
performance and appreciation. We
welcome all those who want to be a
part of this effort. Anyone who is
interested in giving a Postlude or
joining an ensemble, feel free to
contact us. We meet in Austin Arts
every Monday afternoon at 5:00.
Come on down to see us.
Please contact Joe Kluger.
Sarah Barrett, Noni Eggars, et. aK
Film Preview:
Notes on ' 'Burn''
by Mini! Baron
Violence and oppression are
two constant themes in American
film. I propose that they find their
roots in the American way of life.
From the colonization of America to
her heritage of slavery and the
Vietnam War, the constant racism,
violence and oppression have been
tools of America's becoming a
nation and her quest to supremacy.
Films which deal honestly with
this tradition are considered dan-
gerous to tis. They offer an insight
into the American character which
we would all be happier without.
Inherent in such a film's being is
the threat of nonexistence through
censorship. This is what happened
to BURN! (1970), which played for
two weeks before being taken off
the circuit.
Fortunately, the Trinity Com-
munity will have the chance to ex-
perience BURN! this coming Sun-
day and Monday, Feb. b and 7, at
Cinestudio. It is a powerful movie,
superbly acted and filmed. One
feels that he/she is watching a
documentary and not just a story of
the subjugation of a people.
Actually. BURN! is not just a
story. It is rooted in the reality of
the Western world's colonization
and subjugation of the natives of
America. Africa, and the Far F.;wt.
In the- movie. William Walker
(Marlon Brando) is hi'.'- by ihe
British Admiralty to i>. to Qiiie--
niada where there is a native1
H'bi'lhon •ii>ainst the Portuguese
title. Uponhisann.il. Walk.fi looks
lor someone with " nothing to loso"
and finds lose Dekues. whom he
turns into the leader ot a native
rebellion through a stayed bank
lobbery Walker then meets with
the bankers and men of commerce
and convinces them that She
cunt, on p. 8
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Film Review:
There's Nothing Up Your Sleeve, Orson
by Philip Riley
Orson Welles has always been
interested in filmically exploring
the qualities of appearance vs.
reality, and this exploration is often.
carried out through the use of
notorious man. The way in which
people in the movie look at the
man is contrasted with what the
man is really like, i.e., what the
audience finds out in the course of
the movie about him which has
been kept secret from the charac-
ters in the movie. Examples which
come to mind are Welles" Franz
Kindler in The Stranger, his, sheriff
in Touch of Evil, and, of course,
Citizen Kane. There is a certain
aura about these main characters;
. they have built a reputation in their
society, and are subject to many
myths; created by themselves, as
well as the dreams of others. But
there is a side to these heroes and
an'i-'icroes that the society never
knows about, but which the audi-
ence discovers, the realities behind
the myths: the failure of Kane's
personal life, the corruption of
Welles" character in Touch of Evil,
etc. Though these bits of reality
might not guarantee that we can
understand the trutii behindjthe
character, they do help bring the
character closer to us., and they are
important, for lending credence to
the story and giving us something
real to grasp.
Corresponding with Welles"
flight into the appearance/reality
mat'er is the director's love for the
world of magic. In addition to
making movies about characters
who aren't always what they are
supposed to be. Welles has often
employed the camera's bag of
tricks to tell the story: wide-angle
claseups which distort reality,
low-angle,sliots which make enor-
mous the average or small sizes,
and who could forget Welles'
famous mirror scene in Lady from
Shanghai? Welles is a master
storyteller, and one who also gets
some occasional kicks from leading
his characters, as well as his view-
ers, astray.
Which brings us to Welles' last
effort, F for Fake, a movie released
in Europe in 1975, but which didn't
have its commercial release in this
country until this month. (The film
opened • at the Orson .Welles
Cinema in Boston, and is now
playing at our own Atheneum
Cinema in Hartford, but strangely
enough has yet to commercially
play anywhere else in the country,
not even in our cinema capital, New
York.) In this film, Welles tells the
story of two great fakers of-our
time, Elmyr de Hory, an art forger,
and Clifford Irving, who claims to
have written a biography of How-
ard Hughes. There are some really
eye-opening segments concerning
Elmyr, especially to a neophyte on
the subject of art forgery,- like
myself. Here is a man who can
whip up three of four forgeries of
the masters beforelimch, paintings
which are good enough to fool the
experts. There is an art museum in
New York that has a collection of
post-impressionists, all of which
Elmyr has created. I have the
feeling that I'll ever be able to go
into a museum again, without
wondering if certain works are
really made by their supposed
artist.
E/myr's work points up an even
greater dilemma. If we rely on ex-
perts to tell us the value of a work
of art, and the experts are made
fools of by the forgers like Elmyr,
where is rationality in the art
world, how do we know what is art
and what is not, and even, are the
forgeries works of art? Welles
implies that they ar£.
How does Clifford Irving fit into
this story, you may ask? This is
something that Welles never
makes clear. Irving is first tied to
the Elmyr story because he is the
author of a biography about the
faker. They are seen in footage
together on the small Mediterran-
ean island of Ibiza, where Elmyr
lives. There is also mention made
of a lawsuit Elmyr has against
Irving for something which appears
in the painter's biography, but
Welles does not let us in on
whether it's about something truth-
ful which appears that Elmyr
, doesn't want publicized, or if it's
an outright lie that Irving promul-
gates. There are scenes in the
movie about the celebrated bio-
graphy of Hughes, but, as is the
case with Irving's relationship with
Elmyr, there are more questions
raised than answered in the
Hughes story. At one point in the
film, we have a report from Irving
that he had been duped and had
interviewed a Hughes double (Irv-
ing states that Hughes employed
several ringers), and following that
scene, Welles intones, "If you can
believe the story about Hughes
wandering through the desert at
four in the morning with Kleenex
boxes for shoes or the ham
sandwich story (another legend
which is not spared us in the course
of the movie), you can swallow that
one, too." Well, there seems to be
too much force-feeding in this
movie for my taste.
Not only do we have,the stories
of Elmyr and Irving (or patches
thereof), but we are also presented
a seventeen-minute tale at the end
of the movie, about a beautiful
young woman named Oja Kodar
and her experience with Pablo
Picasso. If you happened to be
watching Welles when he was on
the Johnny Carson Show last
November, then this short story
will be spoiled for you. As a matter
of fact, Welles told the story then in
BELMONT
RECORD SHOP
Largest inventory in Connecticut
and only 5 blocks from Trinity!
10% DISCOUNT ON OUR REGULARLY
PRICED ALBUMS, INCLUDING IMPORTS
and excluding our sale and budget prices.
DISCOUNT FOR ALL TRINITY STUDENTS
PRESENTING LD. CARD
163 Washington Street 522-2209
HOURS:
MM. TUES. WED.
10-8
THURS, FRI. 10-9
SAT 10-6
only a few minutes, and its impact
was stronger because the story's
content is better fitted to a shorter
time limit. Not only is it stretched
out in the movie, but it is also
re-enacted in a very listless man-
ner.
F for Fake is an interesting
visual experience and is an involv-
ing movie. The main reason that it
is involving is because there is so
much thrown at the viewer, and
there are so many plots and
superfluous information that it is
hard to catch what is going on
unless you are involved. Just like
the magician who shows the
audience extraneous movements
up front, while hatching his trick,
Welles has given us a lot of stuff,
while hiding the fact that this is
really no movie, that there is really
nothing here. At the end of the
film, Welles quotes Picasso with a
saying to the extent that all art is
fakery, through which vou can see
the truth, but in F for Fake, there is
no truth. In commercial cinema,
there must be a narrative line
which runs throughout the movie,
lending structure to what happens,
giving the viewer something stable
to hold onto. But there's nothing to
grasp here.
The movie is a real mishmash.
There are five editors at work here
and two cinematography directors,
but apart from a funny scene which
crosscuts between the two silent
men, Elmyr and Irving at,different
locations {though seemingly scowl-
ing across the room at one
another), their work is far from
outstanding. The movie is put
together haphazardly, with unre-
lated scenes thrown one on top of
each other, and I can imagine a
bemused Welles laughing at our
efforts to put this thing together.
F for Fake is neither a docu-
mentary film nor a fiction. There
are those who will say that the
audience member should be con-
fused, unable to figure what's
going on, as it happens to audience
members at a magic show. For
those of you who feel that way, I
place myself before you as a critic,
an expert on films, and you may
say that I have been fooled by a
forgery.
COMING ATTRACTION
The Theatre Arts Department
of
Trinity College
will present
THE REAL INSPECTOR HOUNP
by Tom Stoppard
on
Feb. 25,26, and Mar. 4,5
at 8:15,
and Feb. 27 and Mar. 6
at2s30
in the Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center.
For information call the
Box Office at 527-8062.
'Burn' cont.
cont. from p. 7 •„
nationalist and anti-slave rebellion
is in their interest, pointing out,
"Which is better, the slave or the
paid worker?"
Delores and his army emerge
triumphant,. The natives lay down
their arms and a white government
and the sugar companies take over
the island after Walker's depar-
ture.
Ten years later, Walker returns
to the island with British soldiers to
help the sugar company put down a
revolt led by Delores. Walker's
army moves to cut off Delores and
starts to burn the island's villages.
Neither the government nor the
sugar company can control Walker.
He says that it is the logic of profit
to sometimes "defend by destroy-
ing-" • ; ' . • • • . • '.'
The island is destroyed and
Delores eventually caught. Before
he is killed, Delores talks to
Walker saying, "Civilization be-
longs to the white man. But what
civilization and till when?"
This question is the movie's
point. The parallels between the
movie and the history of America
are plain. The use of a nation's
leader, the planned coups, and the
tactic of burning the village to save
the village were all a part of the
American strategy in Vietnam and
are also evident in pur dealings
with Chile and Cuba, to name a
few. The institution of slavery and
racism were present on the island
and in America's,past and present.
We tend to forget these things.
Experiencing BURN! is a must. It
is a painful reminder that we are
not as civilized as we profess to be-
BEER KEGS
ALL BRANDS
ALWAYS COLD
ALWAYS IN
STOCK
WE DELIVER
Featuring Hartfoid's Finest
Selection of Imported & Domestic
Wines and Spirits - Wlntowww Pnces.
Start The Week
^ Off Right...
m- • - ' '•
LAST .
NATIONAL,
BANK
SJUNOAY NIGHTHAPPY HOUR
A SOCIABLE
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Students Attend Alternate Institutions
cont. from page 2
PRYOR, Katherine L., 7 8 , Broad
Brook Road. Bedford Hills, New
York 10507, Inst. of Eur. Studies/
Vienna, Fruyung 4, Palais Kinsky,
A1010 Vienna I, Austria
RICHARDSON, Mary C , 7 8 , 7
Eaton Ave., Mcridcn, Connecti-
cut 06450, SPRING TERM, Inst. of
Eur. Studies/Freiburg, Erbprin-
zenstrasse 12, 7800 Frei-
burg im Breisgau, West Germany
RUSS, Virginia G., 78 , West Side
Road, Norfolk, Connecticut 06058,
SPRING TERM, Inst. of Eur.
Studies/Madrid, Avenida de los
L- Reyes Catolicos, 4 Ciudad Univer-
• sitaria, Madrid 3, Spain
RUSSELL, Jennifer J., 79 , 77
Hayden Station Road, Windsor,
Connecticut 06095, Inst. of Eur.
Studies/Paris, 77, rue Daguerre,
75014 Paris, France
SANBORN, Barbara J., 7 8 , 1701
> Boulevard, Westfield, New Jersey
••£,- 07090, University of Durham, Old
f Shire Hall, Durham DR1 3HP,
England
± SCHUBE, Ann B., 78 , 141 East
88th Street, New York, New York
10028, Inst. of Eur. Studies/Parts,
77, rue Daguerre, 75014 Paris,
France
SCHWARTZ, Diane J., 78 , 115
East 9th Street, Apt. 16L, New
' York, New York 10003, SPRING
TERM, Ithaca College Program in
London, 35 Harrington Gardens,
London SW7, England
SHERMAN, Ellen S., 7 8 , 115
Latmer Road, Marion, Pennsyl-
vania 19066, SPRING TERM,
I British and Eur. Studies Group,
}. BCM Box 403, London WC1V 6XX,
| England
^ SHERMAN, Howard I., 7 8 , 247
( Beaumoni Street, Brooklyn, New
I York 11235, SPRING TERM,
.i- British and Eur. Studies Group,
1
 BCM Box 403, London WC1V 6XX,
England
SIKKEL, Deborah J., 78 , 12
Dorrance Street, Danielson,
Connecticut 06239, SPRING TERM
School of English & American
Studies, University of East Anglia,
,'••• University Plain, Norwich NR4
f ' 7TJ, England
THEOBALD, Neil D., 7 8 , 147
I Caroline Street, East Peoria,
!
 Illinois 61611, University of York,
Longwith College, Heslington,
YorkYO15DD, England
I THOM, Douglas, HI, 7 8 , Rt. 90,
Box 27, Garrison, New York 10524,
SPRING TERM, Inst. of Eur.
Studies/Freiburg, Erbprinzen-
strasse 12, 7800 Freiburg im
Breisgau, West Germany
THORNTON, Nancy M., '78, 55
Prescott Ave., Bronxville, New
| York 10708, SPRING TERM Insti-
I tute of European Studies/Madrid,
|r Avenida de los Reyes Catolicos, 4
Ciudad Universitaria, Madrid 3,
Spain [
TOBIN, Margaret E., '78, 80
Creston Avenue, Tenafly, New
Jersey, 07670, Institute of Euro-
pean Studies/Vienna, Freyung 4,
Palais Kinsky, A1010 Vienna I,
Austria
VITSILKAKIS, Cryssi, '78, 275
Franklin Avenue, Hartford, Conti.
°6114, College Year in Athens, Inc.
59 Deinokratous Street, Athens
14D, Greece
WEISS, William D., '78, 11
Hillside Avenue, Caldwell, New
Jersey, 07006, University of Ver-
mont Program in Nice (27 Boule-
vard Victor Hugo, 06000 Nice,
Prance)
v WULSIN, Rosamond, R., '78, 8405| . Spooky Hollow Road. Cincinnati,
Ohio 45242, CCEA (Beaver Col-
'
e£ej University of Edinburgh,
, Edinburgh EH8 9 YL, Scotland
; *AKIN, Nina E., '78, 67 Riverside
; "rive, New York, New York 10024,
SPRING TERM, Beaver College
; semester in London, 84 Oft'4.*'
h d s , London S.W.7., England
TRINITY STUDENTS ON ACA-
DEMIC LEAVE OF ABSENCE-
DOMESTIC FOR FULL YEAR OR
SPRING TERM 1976-77
ABRAMS, Richard L., '78, 1505
Paper Hill Road, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 19118, Temple Uni-
versity, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19122
BOUTENEFF, Mary C , '78, }8
Fenimore Rd., Scarsdale, New
York 10583, Barnard College, 606
West 120th St., New York, N.Y.
10027
CARY, Alison, '78, 18 Euclid Ave.,
Winchester, Massachusetts 01890,
Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York 14853
FIGUR, Jeanine M., '78, 9 Ed-
wards Place, West Trenton, New
Jersey 06828 SPRING TERM Sou-
thern Methodist University, Dallas
Texas 75275
FLEURIEL, Andre C , '78, Box 38,
Chester, New Hampshire 03036,
Claremont Men's College, Bauer
Center, Claremont, California
91711
FLINN, Carol A., '79, 8 Utley
Road, Bloomfield, Connecticut
06002, SPRING TERM GLCA Arts
Program in New York (c/o Hotel
Windermere, 666 West End Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10025
FREDERICK, Susan L., '78, 16
Westwood Rd., Lexington, Massa-
chusetts 02173, University of Mas-
sachusetts, Amherst, Mass 01002
FREEMAN, Jill B., '78, 35 East
84th St., New York, N.Y. 10028,
University of Pennsylvania, Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania 19174
GARRITT Robert H., '78, Pegan
Lane; Dover, Massachusetts 02030,
SPRING TERM, Duke Univ. Mar-
ine Laboratory, Pivers Island,
Beaufort, North Carolina 28516
GREELEY Tamara, '78, 64 Beach
Ave., Larchmont, New York 10538,
University of Pennsylvania, Phila-
phia, Pennsylvania 19174
GROSSMAN, Kenneth S., '78, 370
First Ave., New York, N.Y. 10010,
SPRING TERM, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania 19174
BURT, Dorothy M., '79, 2198
Troon Rd., Houston, Texas 77019,
University of Texas at Austin,
Austin, Texas 78712
ISAACS, Anne R., '78, 68 Beacon
St., Boston, Massachusetts 02108,
Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02138
LEVAN, Richard A., '79, 6 Lang-
don Lane, Narberth, Pennsylvania
19072, SPRING TERM, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 19174
MANGAN, Elizabeth L., 78 , 439
Aliens Creek Rd., Rochester, New
York 14618, SPRING TERM, San
Francisco State College, 1600 Hol-
loway Ave., San Francisco, Calif.
94132
McKIM, Meredith B., '78, 714
Morris Ave., Bryn Mawr, Penn-
sylvania 19010, University of Penn-
sylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania 19174
McMAHON, Jndlth L., 7 9 , Sill
Lane, Old Lyme, Connecticut
06371, SPRING TERM, The Sailing
Education Association, SEA Sem-
ester, P.O. Box 6, Woods Hole,
Massachusetts 02543
MORRISON, Helen H., 79 , 150
King Muir Rd., Lake Forest,
Illinois 60045, SPRING TERM,
Associated College of the Midwest,
Urban Studies Program, 831 West
Gunnison, Chicago, Illinois 60640
NALLE, Elizabeth T., 7 8 , 719
Cedar Lane, Villanova, Pennsyl-
vania 19085, University of Penn-
sylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylv-
ania 19174
RIEMER, Nancy E - > 7 8 ' 2 1
Lorraine Terranee, Marblehead,
Mass. 01945, SPRING TERM,
Northwestern University, Mailing:
114 Clyde Ave., Apt. 2-B, Evan-
ston, Illinois 60202
SHEARER, Jennifer J., 78 , Wyn-
dham Drive, York, Pennsylvania
17403, University of Wisconsin,
409 Faville, Adams, Madison,
Wisconsin 53706
STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN
THE SPRING SEMESTER PRO-
GRAM OF THE BARBIERI CEN-
TiE R,
BELL, Miss Mary R., 7 8 (SKID-
MORE), 20 North Brae Court,
Tenafly, New Jersey 07670
BENGE Ms. Margaret A., 78 ,
2819 Shipley Rd., Wilmington,
Delaware 19810
CAMPO, Miss Mary K., 78
(VANDERBILT), 190 Mount Tom
Rd., Pelham Manor, New York
10803
CARPENTER, Miss Camilla S., 7 8
(PRINCETON), 3403 Ordway St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016
CARUSO, Ms. Laura, 7 8 (MID-
DLEBURY), 105 Meadbrook Rd.,
Garden City, New York 11530
COHEN, Ms. Minda B., 7 7
(SUNY, BROCKPORT), 52 Spring
Street, Brockport, New York 14420
COSTIN, Ms. Marguerite A., 7 8
(SMITH) 374 Nahant Rd., Nahant,
Mass. 01908
DICKEY, Mitchell H., 7 8 (KEN-
YON), 19028 Schlather Lane, Rocky
River, Ohio 44116
FITZGERALD, Ms. Maureen C ,
7 8 (CATHOLIC U.), 2 Nuoting
Place, West Caldwell, New Jersey
07006
FONTAINE, Ms. Claudia H., 7 8
(WELLESLEY) APDO 255, Zapo-
pan, Jalisco, Mexico
FHOSCH, Ms. Phoebe, 79 (WEL-
LESLEY), 300 Central Park West,
New York, N.Y. 10024
GALLUCCI, Miss Patricia A., 79
20 Hughes Court, Glens Falls, New
York 12801
GIBSON, Miss Anne I., 7 8 (VAS-
SAR), 141 Old Church Road,
Greenwich, Conn. 06830
GRILLO, Kenneth D., 77 , 1203
Farmington Avenue, West Hart-
ford, Conn. 06107 1
HANGER, McCarthy, III '79
(TUFTS), 4 Kings Pond Rd., Glen-
dale Missouri 63122
KELSEY, Ms. Karen M., 7 8 , 121
Apawamis Avenue, Rye, New York
10580
KENNY, Miss Karen A., 7 8
(SMITH), 900 Academy Lane, Bryn
Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
KIM, Ms. Carol A., 7 8 , 7000
Antrim Rd., Edina, Minnesota
55435
KNASAS, Ms. Mary A., 7 8
(WILLIAMS), 63 Sumner Street,
Quincy, Mass. 02169
LAKE Miss Carol L., '78
(WHEATON), 10 Old Hunt Rd.,
Northbrook, Illinois 60062
MADDOX, Ms. F. Allison, 7 8
(PRINCETON), Rock Ridge Ave.,
Greenwich, Conn. 06830
MEYER, Miss Linda E., 7 7
(WELLESLEY), 16650 Oldham St.,
Enrino, Calif. 91316
MILLER, Stephen R, 78 , Rainter
Hill Road, Woodbury, Conn. 06798
MOUNTCASTLE, Miss Laura L.,
7 8 Indian Spring Trail, Darien,
Conn. 06820
MYERS, David W., 7 8 (U. MICH-
IGAN), 518 Ardson, East Lansing,
Michigan 48823
O'CONNOR, George R., 7 8 , 108
Bonita Ave., Piedmont, California
94611
O'NEILL, Miss Joan C , 7 8 (MT.
HOLYOKE), 365 Grace Church St.,
Rye, New York 10580
OPLER, Scott, '78 (PRINCETON),
711 S. County Line Rd., Hinsdale,
Illinois 60521
PARKER, Miss Elizabeth F., 7 8 ,
4015 49th Street, N.W., Wash-
ington, D.C.20016
SCHWARTZ, Miss Roberta M., 7 8
(VASSAR), 500 Filmore Rd., Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania 15221
SULKA, Ms. Ariie M., 7 8
(SMITH), 15 Mackworth Street,
Portland, Maine 04103
TEITZ, Andrew M., '80, 617
Williams Boulevard, Springfield,
Illinois 62704
VAN VLEET, Ms. Emily B., 79,
404 East Linden Ave., East Roch-
ester, N.Y. 14445
WILCOX, Ms. Susan S., 7 8
(SMITH), 15 Thicket Lane, West
Hartford, Conn. 06107
WOLFF, James A., 7 8 (CONN-
ECTICUT C) , 10 Follen Street,
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
YONKERS Ms. KimberlyA., 79,
71 Armar Rd., Mahwah, New
Jersey 07430
YUDKOFF, Robin L., 7 8 , 486 East
Palisade Ave., Englewood, New
Jersey 07631
PERTES, Steven M., 79 , 6 Druid
Court, Suffern New York 10901
TRINITY STUDENTS OUT-
GOING ON 12-COLLEGE EX-
CHANGE 1976-1977
AMHERST COLLEGE, Araherst,
Mass. 01002
COHEN, Elaine M., 7 8 (Box 589)
Full Year
PAWLICK, Robert B., 7 8 (Box
925) Full Year
SCANGOS, Jamie P., 7 8 (Box
809) Full Year
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
O'NEILL MEMORIAL THEATRE
INSTITUTE.30S Great Neck Rd.,
Waterford, Conn. 06385,
BASCH, Laurie A., 78 , 2nd
Semester
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, Han-
over, New Hampshire 037S5
ATTWOOD, Juliana, 7 7 (Hinman
Box 0041) F/W/S
McNICHOL, Ann P., 7 8 W/S
POPKIN, Linda B., 79 W/S '
SMITH COLLEGE, Northampton,
Mass. 01060
VIGNERON, Julia B., 7 8
VASSAR COLLEGE, Poughkeep-
sie, New York 12601, SEBEKOS,
Peter J., 7 8 (Box 3677) Full year
SHASKUS, John J., 7 7 (Box 3679)
Full year
WELLESLEY COLLEGE, Welles-
ley, Mass. 02181
BECKEN, A. Tracey, 7 8 (McAfee
Hall) Full Year
WESSICK, Cynthia L., 78 (Tower
Court West) Full year
ZACKON, David H., 7 9 (Cazenove
Hall) Full Year
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY, Mid-
dletown, Conn. 06457
KANKI, John P., 79 (Box 3009)
Full Year
O'DONNELL, Brian, 7 9 (Box 3014)
WILLIAMS COLLEGE, Williams-
town, Mass. 01267
COX, John A., Jr., 79 Full Year
OPEN SEMESTERS — AWAY
TRINITY TERM 1977
INMAN, Dwight A., 7 8 , 353
Reservoir Street, Trenton, New
Jersey 08618, African Studies at
the University of Nairobi, Nairobi,
Kenya; MAILING ADDRESS: The
Safariland Hotel.Box 48119, Nai-
robi
MOTT, Peter T., 78 , 95 Sycamore
Lane, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430,
Church Authority and Social
Change in Connecticut, 1775-1818;
MAILING ADDRESS: use home-
address
OPEN SEMESTERS— LOCAL
TRINITY TERM 1977
COHEN, Susan, 78, Box 434,
Studies in Deafness and the
Education of the Deaf, American
School for the Deaf, 139 North
Main Street, West Hartford, Conn.
06107
HUGHES, Lisa A., 77 , Box 626,
Open Semester with Connecticut
Public Television
ROGERS, Janet E., 79 , Box 305
Aide to the Mayor of Hartford,
Office of the Mayor, 550 Main
Street, Hartford, Conn. 06103
1977 TRINITY COLLEGE LEG-
ISLATIVE INTERNSHIP PRO-
GRAM
ABRAMS, James, 7 8 (Box 662)
ADAMS, Gail J., IDP (Box 344)
BLATT, Diana L., 79 (Box 33)
DEANE, Gary K., 78 (Box 709)
IRISH, Donald S., 7 8 (Box 760)
MEYER, Daniel H., '80 (Box 1878)
PERKINS, Charles A., Jr., 78
(Box 837)
SAVADOVE, Gary M.,78 (Box
323)
THORNE, Ann L., 7 8 (Box 635)
WEAKLEY, Elise D., 7 8 (Box 645)
ZIMMERLING, William H., 79
(Box 11)
STUDENTS WHO HAVE VOLUN-
TARILY WITHDRAWN FROM
TRINITY (AND ARE NOT EARN-
ING ACADEMIC CREDIT WHILE
AWAY) WITH THE INTENTION
OF RETURNING
BERKOWITZ, Cheryl 79 , Fall 77
BEEGA, Gregory 79, Fall 77
BONSIGNORE, Michael 78
Unsure
BURNEY, Dawn 78 , Fall 77
DEL MONTE, Vickie 7 9 , Fall 77
DOMINICI, Linda 79 Fall 77
EPES, William 7 8 , Fal! 77
FANNING, William, 7 8 Fall 77
FAUGHNAN, Kathleen '80, Fall 77
FLEMING, Peyton 7 8 Fall 77
FRANCIS, George 7 8 Fall 77
FRYER, Nancy 79, Unsure
GODFREY, Peter '80, Fall 78
LA LONE, Charles 78 , Fall 77
MARKHAM, Andrew 7 8 , Unsure
MASSEY, Jane 79 Fall 77
MITCHELL Teresa, 7 8 Fall 77
MOHR, Hugh 7 8 Spring 78
MONROE.FIoyd 7 8 Fall 77
McKENZIE, Grover III 79 Fall 77
PEATTIE, Robert 7 8 Fall 77
PIERAGOSTINE, Peter 7 8 Fall 77
POLSKY, Bruce 7 8 Fall 77
ROBERS, William P. Ill 79 Fall 77
RYAN, Megan 7 8 Fall 77
SAUNDERS, Garry 79 , Fall 77
STRICKLAND, Rae, 79 Fall 77
Other students have also volun-
tarily withdrawn but are less likely
to return or have not indicated a
time of return. Therefore, this list
is only an approximate one.
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Announcements
FreeU.
Due to the successful debut of
Free University last semester, we
have decided to publish a new
catalogue this term. As before, all
members of the Trinity community
are invited to share their interests
and talents in the form of a
"course." The variety of courses
offered last semester demonstrates
the flexibility of Free University
and the fact that expertise is not a
prerequisite for teaching.
If you wish to teach a course,
you need only fill out a form and
return it to box 1188 by Tuesday,
February 1. Any questions or cold
feet? Call Alan Fink (x3I5) or Steve
Kayman (249-4405).
R A Applications
Have you given thought to
being a Resident Assistant for the
1977-78 academic year?" All inter-
ested students are invited to attend
a meeting on Thursday, Feb. 3, at 4
p.m. in Wean Lounge. The R.A.
program will be discussed and
current R.A.'s will be present to
answer you questions.
All rising sophomores, juniors
and seniors are eligible to apply.
R.A. job descriptions have been
sent to all students. Applications
are available in the office of the
Director of College Residences,
Hanilin, or the Mather Campus
Center Front Desk.
Folk Society
This Friday evening, Feb. 4, at
8:00 p.m. in Hamlin Hall the
Trinity Folk Society will present a
concert featuring Jason Jacobson,
Bill Gadsden, and Stephanie Vig--
none, plus Jim Merrell and Greg
Hagan, plus special added alumni
attraction Bill FJowerree. Don't
miss this eclectic musical delight.
It's free, and please, BYO.
Leaiy Lecture
Tues. evening, Feb. 1 at 8 p.m.,
••Dr. Timothy Leary, author and
research psychologist, will give a
lecture in Holcomb Commons (caf-
eteria, main floor Gengras Student
Center, U. of Hartford). Dr. Leary,
a former Harvard lecturer in psy-
chology well known for his work
with LSD and who once attended
West Point, is now lecturing on the
college circuit. His current interest
involves the establishment of colo-
nies in outer'space.
The Leary lecture is the first
major event of the spring season. It
is preceded at 7 by a press confer-
ence.
"Economic Limits"
"The Limits of Economic
Growth" will be the title of the
thirteenth! "Horizons" lecture at
Trinity College on Tuesday, Febru-
ary 1. Dr. Francis J. Egan,
associate professor of economics at
the College, will present the lecture
at 8 p.m. in the Washington Room
at Trinity's Mather Campus Cen-
ter. The talk is free and open to the
public.
Dr. Egan will discuss economic
restraints such as those imposed by
nonrenewable resources, environ-
mental restraints or the ability to
handle pollution for example, and
the limitations imposed by the time
itself which dictates that there are
only so many hours available for
increased consumption.
Professor Egan received the
B.A. from Providence College and
the M.A. and Ph.D. at Fordham
University where he was an NDEA
Fellow and a N.Y, State Regents
Fellow. His areas of academic
concentration include microecon-
omic theory, quantitative econom-
ics, and environmental economics.
During the past academic year he
was a Faculty Fellow in the Federal
Energy Administration in Wash-
ington, D.C., where he conducted
research in national energy poli-
cies.
More than 3.500 students and
members of the community have
attended the "HORIZONS" lec-
tures held weekly since September.
The purpose of the lectures to be
given through April is to describe
the newest developments and
concepts emerging in 21 of Trin-
Classified
Wanted
A used banjo, preferably 5-scring,
short neck, Cali Steve 249-4341.
Personals
To who are concerned' 1 sun not
'Art's daughter, and neitherwas my
sister Lynne. , " , <Signed Deborah.
To M. of 216NB-C4: Happy New
Year! FromJhllO.
Lost and Found
Have you lost any books, gloves,
umbrellas, scarves, notebooks or
even a can'opener • check the lost'
and found at the Mather F.iont,
'Desk' ' ' , '"-•- '
DEADLINES: Classifieds must be submitted by Saturday noon for
publication the following Tuesday. RATES: Students only 15t for the
•first line, 1O« each additional line. NO MAXIMUM. Business accounts
104 a word, $1.50 Minimum. PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH
AD.
CLASSIFIED COUPON
Please print your ad ctearly
Your name:
Address:
Telephone:
Payment enclosed:
Send to TRIPOD, Box 1310, Trinity Co!ieg«, Hartford
ity's academic departments. Por-
tions of the series are currently
being shown by CPTV (Channel 24)
under the title "The Leading
Edge."
Rubenstein Lectures
Dr. Richard Rubenstein of the
National Institute for Humanities at
Yale University will give a talk
entitled "What is Alive about the
Death of God Movement?" at 8
p.m. on Thursday, February 10 in
Wean Lounge of Mather Hall. The
lecture which is sponsored by the
Department of Religion and Hillel
is free and open to the public.
Dr. Rubenstein has been past
Director of B'nai B'rith Hillel
Foundation and University Chap-
lain to Jewish students at the
University of Pittsburgh and Har-
vard. He has also been a lecturer in
French literature. He was ordained
a rabbi and received an M.H.L.
from the Jewish Theological Sem-
inary and an S.T.M. and Ph.D. .
from Harvard University.
His published works include
"After Auschwitz," "Morality and
Eros," "My brother Paul," "Pow-
er Struggle," "The Religious Im-
agination" and "The Cunning of
History."
Feed your Prof
Did you know that you can
invite a professor to either break-
fast, lunch, or dinner at no cost? So
why don't you dci t? The College
Affairs Committee is instituting a
"Fee wr Prof" Week—January
31-Feu.aary4. Try it! You'll like it.
String Quartet
The University. of Connecticut
Office for Public Programs in
cooperation with the Trinity Collge
Chapel will present the New
England String Quartet on Fri.,
Feb. 4 at 8:15 p.m. in the Chapel.
The quartet, consisting of Theo-
dore Arm (violin), Ik-Hwan Bae
(violin), Robert Coleman (viola)
and Mary Lou Rylands (cello), will
perform the quartet in E-flat by
Arriga, the quartet no. 3 by
Hindemith, and Landsamer Satz
for string quartet by Webern.
A donation of $3.00 to the
UConn String Scholarship Funu is
requested at the door. Admission is
free with UConn or Trinity I.D.
cards.
The final concert in this series
will be presented Fri., April 15.
Mead Lecture
The Political Science Depart-
ment of Trinity College invites you
to the Mead Lecture in Political
Science entitled "Japanese-Amer-
ican Relations, Past and Future" to
be delivered by Edwin O. Reis-
chauer, University Professor, Har-
vard University and former Amer-
ican Ambassador to Japan, 1961-
1966 on Thursday, Feb. 3 at 8 p.m.
in Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
Center.
Pol. Sci. Helper
The micro-society at Fox Ele-
mentary School needs a volunteer
resource person with expertise in
political science. This person would
assist the students' political cam-
paign and constitutional convention
and would spend at least an hour a
week at the school.
Interested persons should con-
tact Ivan Backer of the Community
Affairs Department.
Montreal
The Department of Foreign
Languages is sponsoring a trip to
Montreal during Open Week,
February 14-18. All students inter-
ested in participating are invited to
meet in Goodwin Lounge at 5 p.m.,
Wednesday, 2 February, or call the
Foreign Language Department,
Ext. 221.
Volunteer List
Are you involved in working
with the Hartford community? A
group of students and faulty on
campus are attempting to set up an
official list of all Trinity students
working either as volunteers or
part-time staff in any Hartford
organization. This listing is just to
be used as a reference. Hopefully,
other interested Trinity people
migHt become involved with the
help of those already involved.-,
Please put your name, phone-
number, box number and infor-:
mation about the kind of work you •
do in either box 530 or 1115. Or, if
you prefer, contact Karen Hasl
Macrame
Anyone interested in taking the
Free University course, Basic Mac-
rame, please come to a meeting on
Thursday Feb. 3 at 4:30 in Smith
204. If you are unable to attend
contact Andrea Preeira. (Box 594,
246-7094).
Dance Meeting
There will be a meeting of the
Student Dance Organization on"
Thursday, February 3rd at 7 p.m.
in Seabury 47. This should last only
a few minutes. Please come,
anyone welcome.
Dance at J.C.C.
An Intercollegiate Dance fea-
turing the Castle City Band will be--
held Saturday, February 5th from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Jewish
Community Center in West Hart-
ford. The dance is co-sponsored by
the Jewish student organizations of
Trinity, Central Connecticut State
College and University of Hartford,
Tickets are S2.00 per person and
S3.50 per couple (S2.50 and $4.00
at the door). For more information
please contact Steve Berkowitz at
246-8148.
French Table
AH interested students and
faculty are cordially invited to
participate in an informal French
table to be held every Wednesday
from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in the
Cave, beginning Feb. 2. The first
topic of discussion will be L'Affair
of Abou Daoud.
Danceworks
Thursday. Feb. 10. the Dance
department will present Dance-
works, a group of pieces choreo-
graphed and performed by stu-
dents in various classes as final
projects. The performance is free
and will be at 8:15 p.m. in the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center.
Office of Educational Services
East Anglia
Students interested in this
exchange with a British university
i for the' 1977-1978 academic year
are' remided to read the information^
available .in the Office of Educ4#
tional Services and to obtain a copy*
of the procedure sheet for apply-,;
ing. The application deadline is lri
March 1977. Interested applicants
might also wish to speak to a UEA
student here on exchange this year,
David Helm, or Trinity students
who were at UEA last year: Beam
Furr, NickKatz, Eric Luskin, Linda
Mallon, Richard Porton and Deb-
orah Moser.
It is anticipated that six to eight
places will be available for the
coming academic year,
London Economics
Present sophomores interested /
in study at the London School of
Economics and Political Science for
the 1977-78 academic year should
have at least a B+ average through
the first term of their sophomore
year. Please plan to talk to
Professor LeRoy Dunn and Dean
Winslow by early February if you
are interested in this possibility in
Great Britain. Both Deborah Kaye
and Conrad Meyer, now seniors at
Trinity, were enrolled at the
London School of Economics last
year. Jim Essey and Tiruce Camer-
on are enrolled at the London
School of Economics from Trinity
College this year.
12-College Exchange
Students wishing to participate
in the I2-College Exchange for
both semesters or either semester
(including spring) 1977-1978 are
asked to consult the 12-College
Catalogues and other materials
available in the Office of Educa-
tional Services. Application blanks
and procedure sheets are available
in the Office of Educational Serv-
ices.
Change Courses
Tuesday, 1 February 1977. is
the last clay to add courses to one's
program of study for the Trinity
Term 1977. It is also the last day to
drop a coiirse from one's program
of studv and not have a "DR"
entered on the Permanent Record
Card.
Baroieri Center
Application materials to parti-
cipate in The Barbieri Center
Rome Campus will be available in
early February. Applications are
due no later than 1 March 1 9 " for
participation 'in the Fall Semester
Program 1977. •
U. of P.R. Exchange
Students interested for 19 '
1978 (or either term) in Trinity's
exchange program with1 the L'ni-
vcrsity of Puerto Rico arc reques-
ted to talk with Professor Andrian
And Dean Winslow no later than
earlv February 1977.
We make JUMBO HOT GRINDERS
DOUBLE PORTIONS OF MEAT
without EXTRA CHARGE
10% Discount with I.D. only on pizzas
OPEN LATE 7 DAYS A WEEK
WE DELIVER m i n i m T^ r
New Britain
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More Sports
Grapplers Battered on the Road
by Louis Meyers
The Trinity Bantams, still for-
feiting two weight classes, dropped
a lopsided decision on Saturday to
cross-town rival University of Hart-
ford and home-team Amhcrst.
Chip Meyers, wrestling at 126,
started Trinity's scoring against.
UHART with a come-l'rom-behind
6-3 victory. The Trinity machine
then sputtered noticeably, failing
to draw points until Chris "The
Bull" Mosca's tie at 177. This was
followed by wins from Dave Coratti
and Brian O'Donoghue. A special
note should be made for freshman
John O'Brien's valiant 8-minute
effort against one of UHART's and
New England's toughest and most
experienced wrestlers.
There was even less to cheer
about in the following match
Men fs Squash Starts Out Strong
by Barry Barometer
Once again this season, the
Trinity raqueteers appear to be a
very strong and talented group of
individuals. Losing three players
from last year's undefeated squad
has been offset by the excellent
play of three freshmen, namely
Robert Dudley, Page Lansdale, and
Scott Friedman.
In preseason play, the team
scrimmaged an inexperienced
Bowdoin crew, defeated them 9-0,
sending them back to the rocky
shores of Maine.
Unfortunately the team did not
fare as well in their first match
against the little green men from
Hanover. Dartmouth, unlike last
year, was ready and determined to
deal with Trinity's best taking the
match, 5-4.
Being stunned from the loss,
the squad recoiled quickly and
proceeded to defeat MIT, 8-1, and
two days later Amherst, 9-0.
Driven by George Sutherland's
whip, and the encouragement of
the tri-captains, Carl Torrey, Bill
Ferguson, and Blair Heppe, the
team was determined to keep its
winning ways last week-end. As
expected, the team methodically
disassembled Hobart, Wesleyan,
Colby and Bowdoin in the annual
round robin played at Trinity.
Looking ahead, the season
looks like clean sailing if the fresh-
man contingent ripens a bit and is
able to deal with the symptoms of
vertigo and unpredictable bouts of
fog. On Wednesday, a very strong
Yale squad is coming to Trinity for
an encounter at 3:00. If you want to
see a good match, this will be the
one. Support is always greatly
appreciated.
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HOCKEY SEASON TICKETS
ARE FOR SALE
AT THE
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
OFFICE AND FROM ANY
MEMBER OF THE
HOCKEY TEAM
FOR ONLY $5.00.
SUPPORT
TRINITY HOCKEY!
SAT. NIGHT
SKI SPECIAL
BRING A FRIEND
' FOR HALF PRICE
WITH THIS AD
GOOD THRU FEB. 12
eollsge sport sh ;
Squash RACQUETS
Head • Davis * Bancroft
Wilson
'9.95 and UP, and stringing
Sales and Service
ONLY 3 minutes from Trinity
112 New Britain Avenue
OPEN EVERY DAY? 00 5 00 P M
OPEN EVERY NIGHTS 00 10 30 P M
FRI ONTIt 12:00PM
SKI LESSONS '.".••..
EOUtPMENTRENTAl; '.'AVAILABLE'
against Amhcrst, which, as a team,
was ranked second in New England
last year.
Freshman Eric Lewis, 134, won
his first collegiate match (despite a
hobbling injury), and Mosca con-
tinued his undefeated streak,
wrestling with the impeccable style
which only he displays. Kudos also
to freshman Dave Brooks, who
struggled valiantly against a
heavyweight who outweighed him
by 30 pounds, only to lose by 2
points in the end.
Following UCONN this Tuesday
Trinity wrestles at home for the
first time this season on Saturday,
Feb. 5 against Brown, and then at
home against Western New Eng-
land on Feb. 12. If ever the team
needed the support of the school, it
is now, following what has been a
bruising and grueling road trip.
Women's Badminton
Results
The results of the Women's
intramural badminton tournament
are Kate Hess, first and un-
defeated, Anne Hritzay, second
and Nancy Reimer, third.
The Women's Intramural Act-
ivity Committee would like to thank
everyone who participated and to
remind you to keep an eye out for
this semester's activities.
Varsity Basketball
is at home on Tues.,
Feb. 1 at 8:00
Wesleyan vs. Trinity
Sat. Feb. 5 at 8:00
Trinity vs. Union.
Admission free.
Support the team.
WEDNESDAY, J M 26
Tune in when Mike Smirlock and Paul Cameron
bring you al! the action
live from the Ferris Athletic Center vs. Williams.
Air time 7:55 p.m.
WRTC-Stereo
89.3 on your FM Dial
Women Ranked No. 2
by Jane Terry
The women's squash team
defeated Middlebury last Thurs-
dav. in their second match of the
season. After having routed Dart-
mouth in the season's opener, the
team was in. fine form to take on
more challenging opponent in
Middlebury.
The Bantams frustrated Mid-
dlebury's efforts, by winning every
match. In the most exciting contest
of the afternoon, freshman Laurie
Fergusson fought back to overcome
her opponent in five games, after
ANNOUNCEMENT
All women interested in playing
intramural Volleyball please sub-
mit your name and box no. to either
Sue Levin (box 207), Barrie And-
rian (box 12) or Jane Millspaugh
(cxt. 453). At the present time
there are not enough names to form
teams. Let,us know of your interest
as soon as possible. Also any otehr
suggestions for intramurals can be
directed to Sue Leving (box 207).
ANNOUNCEMENT
Anyone interested in Gymnast
ics please submit your name and
box # to Marianne Miller (box 248).
All necessary apparatus are avail-
able for use including beam, paral-
lel bars and trampoline.
winning the first two and dropping
the next two.
According to-coach Jane Mills-
paugh, the match against Middle-
bury was a good warm-up in
preparation for the Howe Cup
Tournament, which took place over
the weekend at Yale.
Competing against 17 teams at
the A level and 11 teams at the B
level. Trinity advanced to Howe
Cup finals, where they were
narrowly defeated by Yale.
Upon entering the finals, trinity
had won five matches. Sophomore
Nina McLane and freshman Carol
Zug left the competition undefeat-
ed; sophomore Cackie Bostwjck
lost only once to Princeton's Amie
Knox, who was the National
Champion two years ago.
As a result of the tournament.
Trinity received a f'2 ranking, as
Yale captured the Al spot and
Princeton took the #3 position. Yale
and Princeton are expected to,be
Trinity's toughest opponents this
season.
The Bantams will play two
matches this week. On Wed., Feb.
2, they will meet Smith and
Amherst and on Fri.. Feb. 4. they
will tackle Vassar: both matches
are awav.
ABC
PIZZA HOUSE
I (ACROSS FROM TRINITY CAMPUS)
287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE - HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Staron, Prop.
• DELICIOUS PIZZA
• HOT OVEN GRINDERS
• ROAST BEEF GRINDERS
Phone 247-0234
CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
PIZZA WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE
BUY 4 PIZZAS - ANY SIZE - GET THE 5th ONE FREE
ft
iI
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byJeffMcPhee
Trinity College suffered rough
going last week, dropping two of
three contests. On Monday night,
the Bants fell to Clark", 116-91.
They beat Williams at home in OT
94-93. but were beaten by Kings
Point 38-34 at O'Hara Hall Satur-
dav night.
' Monday night, the Varsity
baskctshooters battled the dark,
dingy, crummy gym and Clark's
best shooting night of the year. It
was just too much to try to
overcome as Trin succumbed 116-
9 1 . . ••'•
At the end of the first half,
Grrk, leading 63-30, had shot
23-33 from the floor (.693) while
Trinity, known for their lack of
punch in the First twenty minutes,
shot a fairly decent 13-30 from the
Hour (.4.33). But the Clark team also
went 17-22 from the foul line while
Trinity was only able to make 4-6
Irani the charity stripe.
The second half wasn't much
better, although the offensive
Bants did throw in 61 points in the
final period. They put it all
together, but a little too late to
make a game of it. Clark finished
the game 44-68 from the floor while
Trinity, who shot 25-40 from the
floor in the second half, ended up
39-77. '
High scorer for the game was
Bants Topple Ephs in OT
Larry Wells with 15. Artie Blake
threw in 13, while Brent Cawelti
and Garth Wainman added 10
apiece.
Leading rebounders in the
game were "Dr. C." Cawelti with
12 while Wainman grabbed 7
caroms, and George Smith snagged
6. Clark won the rebounding by a
scant 43-41 margin.
Wednesday night proved to be
the highlight of the week. Williams
was coming off wins at Yale and
Clark. The Ephmen were pretty
cocky at the beginning, but Trinity
stomped to a 9 point lead in the
first ten minutes behind Cawelti
and Blake who each had 4 buckets.
But Mike Tanner almost single-
handedly brought the Ephs back in
the game with his fabulous shoot-
ing. He added all his first half
points in the last ten minutes of the
period to help lead Williams to a 4
point, 35-31 half time lead.
Both teams shot well, Trinity
hitting 14-25 while Williams shot
16-33. Blake and Cawelti lead Trin
at half-time with 10 apiece and
Mike Foye, making his first start,
added eight. Trinity was outre-
bounded 15-10, the only stat
against the Bants besides the most
important one, the Scoreboard.
Trinity fought back and tied it
50-all on a patented Blake jumper.
The game remained close all the
way down the line. Trinity could
have put it away in the final
seconds but Dave Weselcouch
missed from the top of the key and
Art Blake couldn't put in the
rebound as the buzzer sounded.
That ended regulation time with
the score 63-all.
The Ephmen got the tap and
went to their Mr. Sink-it-all, Mike
Tanner. Tanner hit a turn-round
jumper to put Williams ahead
65-63.
Larry Wells hit a jumper and a
lay-up to up Trinity to a two-pi
point 67-65 lead with 2:35 left in the
extra period. Artie Blake threw in a
long one and Weselcouch fed
Switchenke for another to put the
Bants ahead by 6, 71-65 with 1:35
left. That about iced it,.but Wells
had to steal the ball and hit a lay-up
in the remaining seconds to insure
the victory.
Trinity was led by Blake's 21
points. Cawulti pumped in 16 while
Wells and Foye added 14 and 12
points respectively.
After the game. Head Coach
Robie Shults commented, "Our
guys really played well in the
clutch. The whole team, showed
great poise and determination in
beating a highly regarded Williams
team." Shults also added that Dave
Frosh Fraitck Wobst strokes Ms way to a new Varsity record in the 200 yd. Breast-stroke.
Swim Squad Dunks Union
by SuperDuck
Under the dynamic leadership
of Coach "Rabs" Slaughter and
Ass. Coach Bill "Switch" Shults,
the Trin'ty Swimming Squad drow-
ned the slimy hordes of Union
College in the season's first home
dual meet. In this seething zoo-
rama of action, Trinity captured the
clay with a f>9-43 victory sending
the Unions rolling back to the cold
north. The meet was a close and
exciting contest, Trinity had three
sick swimmers that could not
compete in the free-for-all in the
locker room after the meet,
Kent "Moon Em" Keilly start-
ed things off for Trinity as he glid-
ed tii a victory in the grueling 1000
yd. freestyle. Ron Kaufman took
third in the race by the skin of his
nose, hi the following event, Scott
MacDonr.Jd found little difficulty in
slaving all opponents, in the 200 yd.
free. Meanwhile, Rob "Hecki"
Meyer avoided the bloodbath and
rounded himself out to a third place
finish. Trinity's string of first place
finishes was kept alive as Franck
' Wobsl and Frank Grubelich swept
the 50 yd. free. In the 200 yd. I.M.\
• David "Macho" Teichmann, al-
though being touched out for first
• place, broke the school record for
the second straight time in two
swimjmccts-by posting a 2:13.9.
Randy'Brainard twitched himself to
an important win in the required
diving event.
"Mini Mac" Mike McGovern
survived the 200 yd. Butterfly.
Trinity brought their broom out and
swept the next three events. Mike
Hinton and Teichmann burned to a
one-two finish in the 100 yd.
freestyle. "Moon Em" Reilly and
Richie Katzman swept the 200 yd.
back. MacDonald and Reilly, who
had just won the previous event,
stroked themselves to a one-two
finish in the 500 yd. free. Then,
Franck Wobst stroked-200 Breast in
a school record time of 2:27.9,
obliterating a two year old record.
Brainard captured the optional
diving event to put the meet firmly
in Trin's sweaty palms.
Trinity put Union out of its
misery in the 400 yd. Free Relay
when the A unit of Grubelich,
Hinton, and co-captains MacDon-
ald and Teichmann beat the relay
of Union. Reilly and MacDonald
shared the coveted honor of
gaining the Most Valuable Swim-
mer of the meet.
On Saturday, Jan. 29, Trin
ventured to the smog of Troy, N.Y.
to try to dismantle the Engineers of
R.P.I. Reilly once again got Trinity
rolling by swimming to a second
place finish in the 1000 yd. free. In
the process, Reilly set a new school
record in the event posting an
11:05.8. Teichmann stroked to a
first place finish in the 200 yd. I.'M.
in school record time of 2:11.0,
destroying his three day old record
by about three seconds.
After a lull, energy once again
began to flow through the-circuits
of the Trinity swimmers as they
tried to get back into the meet
down 43-17. Hinton flashed his wav
to a second in the 100 yd. free. In
the 200 yd. back, Reilly"streaked to
a first place finish as he overcame a
body-length deficit in the last 25
yds. of the race. MacDonald then
stroked the 500 yd. Free to a
personal best time of 5:15.9 but
was touched out for first. In the 200
yd. Breast, Wobst once again broke
the school record in a time of
2:27.5, but settled for a second.
Trin's final victory of the day was in
the 400 yd. Free Relay. The A unit
of Hinton, Grubelich, Reilly and
Teichmann flew to victory, while
the B team of Wally Stewart, Ron
Kaufman, Rob Calgi, Mike Elgun-
ise fought to a third place finish.
The Swim Team's next 2 home
meats will be Tuesday, Feb. 8 and
Thursday, Feb. 10, against Babson
and. W.P.I, respectively. Be there,
Aloha.
Weselcouch, Sr. co-capt., did a fine
job in shutting off Tanner late in
the game. Shults quipped, "You
have got to win the close ones at
home, otherwise you're in trou-
ble."
In Saturday's game, Trinity
journeyed to King's Point, N.Y. to
battle the always tough Mariners.
Trinity's game plan was to slow the
ball down and get the Mariners
to play their game.
The game plan1 worked, but
Kings Point wouldn't fold. In the
first half, only a total of 14 shots
were taken as Trinity would hold
the ball for 3-4 minutes at a time.
The score at the half was 12-8
Kings Point.
The second half proved to be as
tough. The Bants were down by as
many as 11, (28-17) with about 9
minutes to play.
Trinity fought back and. Larry
Wells tied the game at 32 with a
long jumper from the top of the key
with 2:13 left. Kings Point got two
quick hoops and that put the game
away.
After the game* Robie Shults
commented, "They were bigger
'than us so weslowed it down. This
wav we had a chance to win.
Against Clark we never had a
chance." „ .
This Tuesday, Wesleyan mar- 1 ?'
ches into Ferris with a 7 game win
streak and a 10-2 record. Thursday,
it's up to Amherst, who beat
Trinity earlier in the year 75-62.
Saturday, Union invades Ferris for
a battle of two very even teams.
The two home games this week
arc important because after these
two games, Trinity will have a long
road trip.
Bantams Skate by Lord Jeffs
by Caleb Keoppel
t h e Trinity Varsity Hockey
team resumed its schedule last
week, defeating Wesleyan Univer-
sity once and losing to the Univer-
sity of New Haven twice.
Traveling to Wesleyan last
Tuesday night, Trinity faced New
Haven in the first round of the
Wesleyan Tournament. The Ban-
tams jumped to an early lead when
freshman Bob Plumb scored a
power play goal just 28 seconds
into the game. At the 13:47 mark of
the period Co-Captain Tom Lena-
han increased the lead to 2-0 with
an unassisted goaL.
New Haven fought back and
tied the game at two all. The score
remained tied throughout most of
the second period until New Haven
netted two quick goals in the
closing minutes of the period.
The Chargers scored two power
. play goals in the third period to ice
the game. The game was an
exciting one, marked by good
skating and hard hitting. It was a.
much closer game than the 6-2 final
might indicate..
In the tournament's consolation
game on Thursday night, Trinity
faced rival Wesleyan. In a come
from behind 4-3 victory the Ice
Bantams handed Wcslevan its
ninth straight loss of the season.
They have not won any. Trailing
2-0 in the second period Lenahan
put Trinity on the board, assisted
by freshman Dana Barnard.
Sandy Wecdon tied the game
for Trinity at the 1:15 mark of the
third period. Weedon deflected a
shot by lincmate David Johnson.
Trinity temporarily took the lead
four minutes later when George
Brickley converted on passes from
linemates Tom Keenan and Clint
Brown.
Wesleyan came back and tied
the game with a power play goal at
10:56 of the stanza. With just over
five minutes remaining, Lenahan
scored a power play goal with a 35
foot blast. Lenahan's wings, Plumb
and Rick Margenot, assisted on the
play. Goaltender Ted Walkowics
made 28 saves as he played yet
another strong game in the Trinity
nets.
Although there is no Most
Valuable Player specified in the
tournament. Trinity Head Coach
John Dunham and New Haven
Coach Steve Lane agreed that
Lenahan was the outstanding indi-
vidual player in the tournament,.
Lenahan's outstanding play
continued into Saturday's re-match
with New Haven. He scored two
goals and assisted on another. He
now leads the team in scoring with
10 goals and 6 assists.
Once again the score of the "
game was misleading as Trinity
outskated and outhustled the 11-2
Chargers. Lenahan's two first
period goals, one on a breakaway,
gave Trinity a 2-1 lead after one
period.
At 10:41 of the second period
Margenot scored on a pass from
classmate Plumb to increase the
lead to 3-1. New Haven closed the
gap to 3-2 with a goal at 13:09.
As the third period began, New.
Haven scored two goals in less than
a minute to take a lead that would
not be overcome. The first goal was
on a power play at the :45 second
mark of the period followed by a
goal resulting from a turnover in
the defensive zone 38 seconds
later.
A large and enthusiastic crowd
saw Plumb narrow the margin to
oncas the'Bantams struggled to tic ^
the game. The effort was interrup-
ted by two minor penalties, called
at 16:12 and 17:29 of the period.
These penalties led to two power
play goals in the last two minutes of
the game.
Coach Dunham felt that, "the
team skated an excellent game, but
unfortunately penalties at inopor-
tune times cost the team its chance
for victory." He continued, *'lhe
team has shown tremendous im-
provement this semester in its •
skating, passing and teamwork. If
our improvement continues we
should be a strong contender for a
playoff berth in Division III."
The team plays three games on ^
the road this week, facing West- :
field State, University of Connect-
icut, and Nichols. The next home
game is on Wednesday, February 2
against a tough Amherst team.
